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IMPEACHMENT

TWO MEN ARE

GOVERNOR OF NEW YORK
mend

SULZER'S

TARIFF BILL PROGRESSING
Washington, Sept. 19. Two Important steps toward completing the tariff
bill were made today when the democratic conferees decided to retain a
moderate duty on angora goat hair
and mohair and to free list ferro man
ganese ore. The senate gave way today in its demand for specific rates
in the silk schedule levying a definite
duty on each pound of imported silk
products. The advalorem plan proposed by the house was adopted with
slight reductions on certain articles.
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New York, Sept.
19. Detectives
delving further 'nto the past of Hans
Schmidt, the priest who murdered
Anna Aumuller, sought today to fathom what was in his mind last
April
when he photographed the death certificate of Robert Smith, one of his
parishoners.
Photographs of this certificate and
of blank forms issued
by the board
of health were . found in Schmidt's
trunk. The find led the police to believe that the priest either was making preparations to dispose of the Aumuller girl or planned other murders.
Inspector Faurot announced today
that he was looking for another woman in the case. He. gave no details
of what her connection with the matter might be. The only other woman
whose name has thus far been associated with Schmidt's is known as
Helen Green, from a letter found in
Schmidt's trunk, in which she said
she could not live without him.
Pespite
both
..protestations of
SchxriJrJt and Muret.'tbe detectives are
well convinced that they are relatives
and today investigated a report from
Aschaffenburg, Germany, Schmidt's
native town, to the effect that Muret
is really Adolf Muller, Schmidt's
cousin.

Washington, Sept 19. News that
General Felix Diaz, nephew of Porfirio
Diaz, had been recalled to Mexico to
become the candidate of the Huerta
faction in the coming presidential
election, aroused much Interest here
In official circles.
The general feeling was that the
return of Diaz meant a compliance
with President Wilson's principal
demand, that General Huerta should
not he a candidate. So far as auguring an era of peace, however, the outlook was described as discouraging.
While the American government is on
record with a promise to extend rec
ognition to the government set up by
a legal and free election, it. is said to
be practically certain that the United
States would not hasten to recognize
Diaz if he were elected, but would
wait, In accord with the precedents
of President Hayes' administration,
to determine whether the resulting
government was Etrong enough to
maintain peace and gnarajite-- international obligations. The pol'cy of
strict neutrality wish resfkei to. ilia
exportation of arms and munitions of
war from this country, however, will
be continued until recognition is ac,
tually extended.
That the constitutionalist
faction
regards Diaz as being- Jointly responsible with Huerta for Madcro's ('own-fall- ,
AMATEUR PLAYS WELL
it is thought here, will be cause
Brookline, Mass., Sept. 19. Francis
Ouimet, the Boston high school ama- for a sharpening of the content beteur golf player, tied Harry Vardon tween the warring factions.
Just,
and Edward Ray, the English profes- what course the United States will
hole in pursue ln scrutinizing the , coming
sionals, at the seventy-seconthe fourth round of the American open election has not been definitely de
golf championship at the Country cided. The claims of the Huerta gov
club today. Each of the three had ernment that, while it does not con- a total score of 304, and each played trol all of the states of the north, it
the fourth round in 79. They will! does directly have jurisdiction over
,the districts containing the great hulk
play off the tie tomorrow.
Francis Ouimet, the Boston ama- of the Mexican population, has hamteur, overtook Vardon and Pay, the pered American officials in predicting
what their attitude might he. Certain
English professionals, at the
it Is, however, officials say, that if
hole in the- American
golf
the
election Is conducted under milichampionship at the Country club totary
authority and with large garri18
in
Ouimet
the
holes
covered
day.'
74 strokes, which, with his 151 of yes- sons at the polls, the American government Is not likely to construe the
terday, gave him a total of 225. The
three players started on equal terms result ns having been accomplished by
a fair and free election.
in the final round.
The attitude of the United Stales
for the next few weeks is likely to
be that; of an interested
spectator
NDICTHEOT FOR
with John Lind being retained at
Vera Cruz, however, to show the
world
that the United States
SANTA FE MEN stands generally
ready to assist in the situation by pacific means If its friendly
offices are desired.

As the
Mrs
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joy
Kate Coulson, aged 35, was shot in
the neck early today and probably
will die, while George Kovack, night
watchman ln a garage, and William
Aker, chauffeur of the car, were shot
dead.
The police are scouring the
A. R. Coulson, husband of the
for
city
wounded woman.
Nobody saw or heard the shooting.
About 4 o'clock this morning Jack
Ricks, night watchman in a neighbor
ing garage, heard noises outside his
office window and found Mrs. Coulson
barely conscious. She told her name.
muttered that she knew who shot her,
and lapsed into unconsciousness. .
Ricks followed the trail of blood to
the Aylas garage, a block and a half
awav, and found the bodies of the two
men
Bottles of beer, some of them
opened and partly empty, showed how
had fceen' engaged when 'interrupted. Collision 'was- - estranged
'
from his wife.
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Albany, N. Y-- Sept. is. Governor
Sulzer today ifor the first time formally recognized the right of Lieutenant. Governor Glynn to exercise the
prerogatives of the chief executive of
the state pending the determination
of the impeachment charges. On the
advice of counsel a request for the
extradition of a 'prisoner, received by
the impeached executive, was turned
over to Acting Governor Glynn.
ALL

"Governor Sulzer did not recomthe subject of his impeachment," said Mr. Marshall, "neither did
he in any way suggest the considera-- '
tion of any charges against himself."
TO
When Attorney Marshall concluded,
Judge Cullen asked if counsel for the
managers contemplated taking issue
with any of the facts, as distinguish-- I
ed from the points of law, raised by
the governor's counsel.
Judge Parrecess JAMES C. GARRISON, GOVERNOR'S
a
ker
asked
for
MEMBERS
CHALLENGED
AS
MEN
while he and his colleagues considerARE
HELD FOR
TRIAL
INVESTIGATOR,
OF IMPEACHMENT
ed the matter. However, Judge CulCONTEMPT
GIVEN SEATS
len ordered the usual noon recess,
and adjournment was taken until 2
DOTE! FACTIONS TO
m.
CLAIMED MONEY- WAS USED
SULZER LOSESJTRST POINT p.
At the opening of the morning! session the report of the committee on
BE HADE TO
INDICATE rules was adopted without objection. SOME TIME AGO HE SAID LEGISBUT HIS ATTORNEYS
DISrules'
The
for
NOT
LATORS
SIGNING IMPEACHdaily (sessions,
THAT THEY ARE
provide
except Saturday, from 10 a. m. to
MENT WERE PAID
COURAGED BY RULING
12:30 p. m. and from 2 to 5 p. m. On
Mondays the court will convene at 2
IS THE ACTION VALID ONE? p. m. and sit until 6 p. m., and on TO APPEAL TO THE COURT
Fridays the hour of final adjournment
AND
STRIKERS
OPERATORS
will be 3:30 p. m. The hours may be
MUST STATE
REASONS
FOR
SUBEXECUTIVE
FOR
BUT
COUNSEL
THE ASSEMBLY CLAIMS IT
changed, from time to time, by the
REFUSING TO ARBITRATE
CASE
WHY
MIT REASONS
HAS PLENARY
RIGHT TO
court.
SHOULD BE QUASHED
PUNISH OFFENDERS
The conduct of the trial is to be
Denver, Sejt. 18. Deputy Labor
Commissioner Edwin V. Brake said
governed by the rules prevailing in
the supreme court of the state. Rule
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 19. Governor today that he would notify the United
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 19. Governor
Sulzer's personal friend and special Mine Workers and the southern ColoSulzer's lawyers lost their first fight VI reads:
"The final decision of the court on graft
in the high court of Impeachment toinvestigator, James C. Garrison, rado coal operators that they must
the articles preferred shall be taken by slept last
senators
challenged
the
four
when
night in a cell of the Albany submit sworn statements of their readay
of
the
the
who,
court,
reupon
president
to
the state's offer
county penitentiary. He was remand- sons for rejecting
by the defense were permUed
'
seas
articles
shall
Its
It
each
of
be
mediation.
of
s
seats.
to
ed
sergeant-at-arminstitution
their
that
the
tain
by
"The letters sent in sSka miners
of the state assembly for reThe vote on the question of whe- parately read by the clerk, shall, with
to
its
member
each
number,
propose
the compmifs "J v : sitisfac
and
the
entertain
ther the court should
fusing to answer questions put to him
of the 'court, in alphabetical order, tb
said '?:
such
Utaj "T"
tory,"
was
unanimous
the
his
arrest
against
by
speaker following
challenge
ln
uk! f i iii-i'- t
.
The four senators di question: 'Senator, (or judge) how on a charge b, contfetaptTThe charjs law
is the respondent guilry
statements.
?n?r i shall insist
you,
ay
sworn
out
his
of
grew
alleged statement sevrectly concerned, Frawley, Wagner,
'not guilty as charged in the article of eral weeks ago that four legislators that this condition is complied with.
Ramsberger and Sanner, did not vote.
Each member of the sold their votes on the resolution im- If they fail to furnish the statements,
Immediately following the vote of Impeachment?'
shall rise
ar-- : court, when y
questioned,
the penalty provided in the statute
the
of
long
the
the5 court,
reading
peaching Governor Sulzer.
ln
hi
answer
or 'not
and
90
Plae
'guilty
tides of impeachment was begun,
Plans by the Sulzer faction today is a fine of from $50 to $100 and
and the president of the court
in
Cullen
jail."
were to obtain a writ of habeas cor- days
Although Presiding Judge
ehall als 8ive His vote on each ar
The labor commissioner said he had
had the right to decide the question
from the supreme court for the
ole. either 'guilty or 'not guilty,' pus
not given up hope of averting the
of the qualifications of the senators
release
of Garrison.
and when the ro!1 cal1 sha!1 ne
threatened strike of coal miners, and
for holding their seats, he did not
said! this
Majority Leader Levy
011 each charge, the result on
Pletel
that he would continue work for peace
this
of
prerogative.
take advantage'
morning that such action would be until the strike actually begins. He
shall
be
and
charS
announced
He first expressed his opinion thatjeacil
entered on xne records or in impossible, as the assembly had "ple- declined to reveal what would be the
,o.o r,t wfill irrmind-l1""- !
s
court.
of the members nary power to punish for contempt." next move of the state.
If
ed and then permitted the entire
The appellate court so held in a
present shall concur in the finding
lAiirt trt wrvffi nn tha Issue.
one or more of said similar case several years ago. If
"
Pike View Men to Quit
the
court, Judge
In addressing
articlesthe President of the court the courts should hold this view, GarColorado Springs, Colo., Sept 19.
len said that no court had the right
shall in the same manner, put and the rison might be kept in prison until The coal miners at the Pike View
.
.. ,
.
tr sir. in luuxineui uu a.uv uno ui ita
the members of the court shall in th next January, when a new legislature mines immediately north of Colorado
members. In this, lie said, a court
same manner answer, separately the convenes. The alleged offense is un- Springs will hold a meeting this evendiffered greatly from a jury, the qualibailable, it is said.
question:
ing to hear the report of the local
of
which might further
fications of members
" 'Shall William Sulzer be remover!
a delegates to the Trinidad convention.
as
The
came
arrest
of
Garrison
..
courts.
the
decided
be
by
from his office of governor cf
CnU'.ax to a weary evening spent by The action of the miners in this disThe vote came after, a morning of
for the cause stated in the
the
Her-reciassembly, in an attempt to roun 1 trict relative to a strike will largely
legal argument between Judges
of
the
pre76 votes necessary to pass ad- - depend on the report of the delegates,
(cr
article's)
the
charges
up
and Parker, of defense and
ferred against him on which you have ditlonal
articles of Impeachment jit is said. According to Hugh Morri
prosecution, respectively. Judge
found him guilty?
Sulzer.
The body son, president of the local union, the
Governor
against.
no
was
that
chief argument
William
be
Sulzer
'"Shall
disquali2:33
at
this miners at Pike View and Papeton,
o'clock
finally
adjourned
man might sit both as prosecutor and
fied to hold any office of honor, trust morning after an impassioned
will respond almost unanimously to
plea
the
judge. In reply, Judge Parker said
or profit under this state?'
from Majority Leader Levy for a bet the walkout order.
members of the court were here as
"And the final judgment of the ter attendance when the assembly
Tonvnspntativps nf the whole neonle. '
court shall be certified by the prtpi- - convened at. noon today.
Smaller Mines Give In
establish
had
the;
that the people
JL LUC Will t (U1U IUC V.1C1 I. U(
UCUt
Trinidad, Colo., Sept. 19. ArrangeGarrison's arrest was almost as
court of impeachment in" the beginning
" '
court."
ments
to shelter and care for the
of
members
a
great
t many
and that none other than ihe people
of coal miners who will go
thousands
him.
to
was
it
the
leaislature
'as
their
represento
had a right
remove,
Colorado
on
In the southe-- n
strike
Threats were made several weeks aj?o;
tatives.
next
are
coal
fields
being
Tuesday
ever
was
but.
to
arrest,
directhim,
nothing
After the vote Judge Cullen
Carloads of tents have
done and he made no attempt to evade completed.
ed Clerk McCabe to read the articles
He has been around contin been unpacked and a force of men are
service.
of impeachment. The motion by Seni?!W-!HRRim
..111
urem
worn- putting
imuiucod
the
the impeachment pro-New
since
that
York
of
ator Pollock
rmtsly
miners'
The
walkout
the
camp
a few minut.wjfor
was
and
lost
with
bewin,
feedings
be
dispensed
reading
j will be established on land which has
was
last
read
detention
to
before his
night
and the clerk began slowly
the United Mine Work
FORMER REPRESENTATIVE
the lengthy articles.
strolling about the halls of the cap-- Been leased by
A commissary
ers
for
purpose.
that
SITUAitol.
EXPLAINS
"What answer does the respondent
at
each
will
established
be
camp.
see
to
of
what
IN
out
TION
of
HOUSE
THE
curiosity
impeachThen,
interpose to the articles
One independent ,company, the New
the ussembly was doing, he strolled
ment filed by the assembly?" queried
Maitland Coal comrviny operating one
Judge Cullen when Clerk McCabe had! Washington, Sept. 19. The honsf into the" chamber. The doors swung
mine within HuerfXio county, signed
when
but
for
he
committee
neard
former
him,
inward
finished his reading.
'lobby
today
easily
miners yesterday, agreeJudge Herrick stated, that pursuant Representative Charles E. nittlefleld attempted to .lepart he found himrelf up with the
and other smaller
to
demands,
all
oh-- !
ing
uerauant
M.
Martin
the
cf Maine, who,
to the notice of yesterday that
Mulhall, blocker",
by
are expected to sign up
As-o- f
was
companies
for
V
Leader
the
National
bile
former
Levy
to
would
the
made
Majority
lobbyist
be
validity
jectlon
for Ihe today. Otherwise the situation is un
a resolution
the impeachment, Louis Marshall, sociation of Manufacturers, testified,
re- of the governor's counsel, would ar- - was one of the chief attorneys of that arrest of Garrison he was held a changed. No trouble has been
orciinization in the. house.
gue that point.
prisoner n a cloak room.
called
When
before the speaker,
Mr. Littlefield testified that, beginAttorney Marshall, reading from a
in
counsel and he
to
was
entrance
without
enGarrison
his
with
first
congress
asked
the
that
ning
prepared brief,
tire proceedings be dismissed on the lS99.unt.il he resigned In 190S, he efused to ahswer questions put to
him.
ground that "the court is without found "an active, energetic and
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Then numerous and wild conjec-lure- s
labor lobby headed by Samuel
jurisdiction and the proceedings are
to
what
as
be
made
woull
wecr
null, void and of no effect."
Gompers."
The principal attack was directed
Mr. Littlefield said he did not in done with Garrison. Again Levy took
against the constitutionality of the tend to criticise members of the house the Initiative and presented a resoluWashington, Sept. 19. Senate: Not
action of the assembly in adopting the for their positions on. the labor bills. tion remanding the prisoner to the in session; meets Monday.
Impeachment articles during an extra"But," he explained, "when Gompers penitentiary until the close of the - Banking committee continued hearsession, unless otherwise ordered by ing of administration currency bill.
ordinary session when the subject and the labor neople became ac1
matter had not been recommended by the tall timber was filled and there the assembly. The vote for the resoHouse: Not in session; meets Monlution was 89 to 3.
was plenty of space in the open."
the governor.
day.
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ALL THAT IS MORTAL OF NEW
YORK
MAYOR
RECEIVES
SIGNAL HONORS
.

New York, Sept. 19. The body of
William J. Gaynor, mayor of New
York, who d,ied at sea, September
10, lay today in the privacy of his
Brooklyn home. In a drizzling rain
it was lowered at 4 o'clock this morn-

fifty-fourt-

ing from the high deck cf the liner
Lusitania to the "city's boat, Correction.

Through a mist that lay heavy over
the harbor the Correction steamed an
an hour and a half later to Pier A
at the Battery. There a picked squad
of 100 police, who had stood all night
in the rain, formed its escort to
Brooklyn.

It was full day when the Correcto her slip. Eight
four in the uniform of
the fire department and four In the
uniform of the police, each man with
a bit of crepe on his sleeve, lifted
the casket to their shoul:1rs and here
it over the gangplank to the hearse
The long vigil of the squad of mount
ed police, sent at 9 o'clock last night
to the pier, came to an end. They
stood at attention, each man at his
horse's head as the casket was placed
in the hearse, and then mounting their
horses, led the funeral train through
the deserted streets.
Their route lay' through lower
Boadway and past the city hall to the
Over this bridge,
Brooklyn bridge.
which the mayor had so often trod
den on his way to and from his home,
the funeral party went with measured tread. It was after 8 o'clock when
they reached the mayor's home.
There the body was taken to a
large room. The committee appointed by the city to receive It withdrew;
iback
the 100 policemen clattered
through the streets to their station
houses, and the body was left with
only the family around it.
tion came

h

-

six-fo-

NATHON SALMON, GEORGE ARMI-JAND FRANK OWEN ARE
CHARGED WITH GRAFT

Madero Committed No Crime
Mexico City, Sept. 19. The deaths
of the late President Francisco I. MaSanta Fe, Sept. 19. The grand jury dero and Vice President Jose B. Maria
adjourned last evening without re- Pino Saurez were not brought about
turning any additional indictments in by a punishable crime, according to
connection with the effort to get a a decision pronounced by the military

i

j

new franchise for the Santa Fe Water court here today.
and Light company, alleged to have, The investigation lasted six month;).
been made by George W. Armijo, city It was started by the military commarshal, and Nathan Salmon, a promi- mandant of the federal district imnent merchant. Tha tndictment of mediately on the conclusion of the
Frank Owen, local manager of the ten days' battle in the streets of Mexwater company, was the last' aclioa ico City last February, which resnuied
taken by the grand jury before it ad in Provisional President Huerin's com-ininto power. The result of the
journed, and followed testimony which
was given to the grand jury by Sal- commandant's Inquiry was
to the permanent
mon and Armijo.
military tril."Lai,
All three men were placed under wh';h continued tlir exainii.fitie
( f
$1,000 bond each. Salmon slated to- wi'neKses.
c
i d
hv the ei,;:
Among t!rday that he was going to ask for an
Immediate trial, but at the court house to give evidence was jwojor FrarK
It was said that it would be impossible j Cardenas, who commanded ilie
to try the cases this term, as cases which conveyed Pn
Ft ih'.rtc:v ;;;; i
were already set until the end of the) Vic President Pin
term and the court was wiihout suf- - national rnhe-- t
fieient funds to add these cases to
the already crowded docket.
(Continued o:
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tive features of the great empire of
the west and establish a magnet that
will draw people hither.
The style of building that was adopted by the board also was the caiuw
of much favorable comment and enthusiasm.
It is a beauty," and cannot be other
to those who are
than an
unfamiliar with this section and who
will Bee it for the first time. Rarely,
if ever, has a state been represents;!
and Its assets set forth as will be
those of New Mexico at the San Diego exposition.
If the efforts of the board do not
bring results, and are not Instrumental In bringing new settlers and tourto this state, then
ists and sight-seerthere Is no inducement, that cau.be
offered that will awaken an Interest
of the residents of other portions of
the country In the wonders and the
advantages offered here.
was
Tuesday night's presentation
certainly of great value, and awakened a very great Interest
With the active and enthusiastic
of the people of the commonwealth with the board In Its efforts, New Mexico is sure to become
one of the leading states in the Union,
both. In population and in wealth. It is
the duty of every citizen of the state
to lend a hand.

$2.00
1.00
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you go to the 'movies six times a
week, you told me. Go, three and give
me the 15 cents saved.'
"Well, I obeyed her ana round it not
at all difficult I started the first
week in January, 1911. The first week
in January, 1912, she handed me
$101.40.

TO

DISCUSS

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

MINING

PROBLEMS

Knoxville, Tenn., Sept. 19. Geologists and mining engineers from nearly
every mining section of the country
are in attendance at the annual national convention of geologists and
mining engineers which opened here
today. Many important mining prob"'That's what you've saved,' she lems and
interesting technical matters
said. I didn't take the money for will be
considered and discussed by
myself, but to show you you could the members in attendance.
save if you tried. Here's a statement:
Car fares saved visiting me $ 5.20
Car fares saved walking to
IF HEALS' Hll
15.60
business
5.20
Saved on cigars
AND STOMACH 800I1S
7.80
Saved on "movies"
15.60
Saved on luncheons,
Saved In room rent
.
52.00
"PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" ENDS STCM-AC-

CM

MISERY,

$101.40

INDIGESTION

IN 5 MINUTES
"I married the girl and It's needless
to say wft lived fairly well and have a
If what you just ate is souring on
constantly increasing balance in bank.
It's the small unnecessary outlays your stomach or lies like 'a lump of
that eat one up. You can cut most of lead, refusing to digest, or you belch
gas and eructate sour, undigested
them out and save if you will."
food, or have a feeling of dizziness,
heartburn, fullness, nausea, bad taste
in mouth and stomach headache, you
can get blessed relief in five minutes.
Ask your pharmacist to show you
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
the formula, plainly printed on these
fifty-cecases of Pape's Diapepsln,
then you will understand why dysSanta Fe, Sept. 19. The building of peptic troubles of all kinds must go,
good roads goes on. The latest good and why they relieve sour,
news is contained in a letter received stomachs or indigestion in five minyesterday by State Engineer French utes. f'Pape's Dlapepsin'Ms harmless;
from Harvey M. Shields, county com- tastes like candy, though each dose
missioner of Colfax county. Mr. will digest and prepare for assimilaShields says that on September 11, tion into the blood all the food you
led by Mayor Bass of Cimarron, 50 eat; besides, it makes you go to the
men and teams worked from sunup table with a healthy appetite; but,
to sunset on the
stretch be- what will please you most, Is that you
tween Cimarron and Ute Park, and will feel that your stomach and intesthat the road was left in better shape tines are clean and fresh, and you will
that ever before in its histoiy. A not need to resort to laxatives or liver
delegation from Ute Park also worked pills for biliousness or constipation.
this same road from their end. In adThis city will have many "Pape's
dition to that, the Colfax county road Diapepsln" cranks, as some people
board had been doing a little work will call them, but you will be enthere.
thusiastic about this splendid stomach
This
stretch is the one re- preparation, too, if you ever take It
ferred to by Arthur Seligman as the for indigestion, gases, heartburn, sourworst piece on the
drive, ness, dyspepsia, or any stomach miswhich Included Santa Fe, Las Vegas, ery.
Get some now, this minute, and rid
Raton, Cimarron and Taos. This news
about the repairing of the road will be yourself of stomach trouble and Indigood news to motorists, especially gestion in five minutes. Adv.
since a party of Santa Fe motorist?
intend to leave for a swing around NATIONAL EFFICIENCY CONGRESS
this circle within the next few days.
Lake Placid, N. Y., Sept 19. Fully
Application Granted
three hundred members of the Effi
The state engineer has granted the ciency society, from the east, west
application of Ann W. Ormorne, Jo- and south arrived here today from
sephine O. Woods and' Ellen E. Jonea Albany, where the members from the
of Myndus, formerly Came, Luna west joined the members from the
county, for four second feet of water south and eastio spend five
days as
from the Cambray draw for the Irri- the puesta om
T.aVr
gation of 480 acres.
In discussinJ-,ouof

TIIK Co'uitECT IDEA
(Cash m Advance for Mail Subscriptions.)
The Albuquerque Herald expresses
Remit by draft, check or money order. If sent otherwise we will not the correct idea in the following
be responsible for loss.
Mr. Westgard
Specimen copies free on
Mr. A. L. Westgard1,
automobile
and publicity
highway pathfinder
agent, is coming to Albuquerque soon.
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
Mr. Westgard has not given Albuquer
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
que and the New Mexico transcontiPAID FOR
nental route a square deal in the past.
He gets into, print to a considerable
are guaranteed
Advertisers
the degree and for that reason it is imlargest daily and weekly circulation portant that Mr. Westgard, upon his
(if any newspaper in northern New hla arrival here, be shown beyond the
Mexico.
shadow of a doubt what Albuquerque
and New Mexico are doing in the good
Mr.
roads movement.
Westgard
TELEPHONES
be taken down in person to
should
Main 2
Business Office
see the results of the Good Roads Day
Nevus Department
Main 9
work; he should be given affidavits
as to the numerous recent fast trips
FRIDAY, SEPTBIMBER 19, 1913.
made over the Springerville and oth
er roads and filled full of facts and
the advantages of the
PICK YOUR OWN PRISON data regarding
i
Sunset Trail.
Mr.
leaving Albuquerque
Upon
Evidently it has come to pass in
must not be in a position to
Westgard
the United States that a person con
plead ignorance of what is really do
victed of a crime may be allowed to
on highways in New Mexico.
celect his own prison, much as a ing
:
o
ihases:
person, compelled to live in some lo
New Read Completed
in inff.?ia e.'ic and social
cality which) he does not like, would
Autoists can now use the new road life. The members"
took their dinner
select tha best possible house 'in
CURRENT MAGAZINES
into Lamy. The road will be at the
right
club and were greeted with
which to reside.
4 completed by the last of the week,
an address of welcome by Dr. Melville
Diggs and Caminetti, convicted unbut is in better shape now than the
4
Dewey, to which President Dilcox of
der the) Mann, white slavery law, wenj How This Man's Girl Made Him Save old road. Just turn to
the right when the-sentenced first to San Quentin, but
Efficiency society made response.
you reach the tents, and take the new
Money
to the program prepared
ou expressing, through their counsel,
According
The American Magazine has been road on which the road gang has been
for this congress the study of gova desire to be incarcerated in some
enoffering prizes for the best letter
working for the past few months.
ernment efficiency will form the subpenal institution outside the state of titled, "How I Saved My First $100."
Wants to Resign, but Cannot
for tomorrow's session. On Sunject
California, were assigned to quarters In the October number three of the
John Baron Burg of Albuquerque,
in the federal prison on McNeill's Is- prize winning letters are published. one of the representatives in the state day "Religion in Efficiency" will be
the topic of discussion and on Monland, Wellington.
Following is one of them written by legislature from Bernalillo county,
The attorney general of the United a man who was influenced to save some time ago tendered his resigna- day Clinton R. Woodruff, secretarfy
States declared he had no recom- money by the girl he was in love tion as a member of the legislature to of the National Municipal league, will
mendation to offer; if the court wish- with:
Governor McDonald, and a short time aeiiver an aaares3 on "Financing,
and Management of Noned to send the men to some prison
"It was all due to the Girl. Betore after that was appointed by the counother than the one he designated in I knew her the Idea that I could save ty commissioners of Bernalillo county profit Organizations." Other addresses will be delivered by John H.
hi3 sentence he could do so.
anything out of my small salary seem- to be probate judge of that county,
New York state commissioner
Doubtless when Diggs and Caminet- ed preposterous. I was not extrav- vice Julius Staab, who had resigned
of efficiency and economy, Clinton Roti get to McNeill's Island they will agant but I liked to gratify my desires. on account of ill health.
find fault with the view from, the
l
I had not tried to practice,
Governor McDonald did not believe gers, secretary of the National Muni
cells given them or will not like the but I have discovered it is absolutely that he was authorizel to receive the cipal league, and many others.
resignation of any member of the legplumbing.
Perhaps the menu will not essential the heart, in fact, of
islature. He consulted the constitusuit them, or thoy will object to thi
CHILD'S
"After we had come to a tacit rec- tion and later asked for an opinion on MOTHER
brand of tobacco furnished. Like as
not the bell hops will not come rapid- ognition of the fact that I was "her the subject from the attorney general.
The latter also was of the opinion
STOMACH SOUS, SICK?
ly enough when they ring for ice wa- beau" the Cirl one evening said:
" 'How much do
for
the governor had nothing whatthat
weekly
pay
you
ter. Maybe they will kick and secure
ever to do with the resignation of
your room?'
better "service." Who knows?
"
a
of the legislature. The mat- IF CROSS, FEVERISH, CONSTIPAT'It's
I
members
answered.
'Four
dollars,'
o
ter did not seem to be touched on in ED, GIVE "CALIFORNIA SYRUP
good sized, comfortable room.'
" 'Don't you think you can get a the state constitution at all. JProb-ablTIIF.Y ARE MAKING GOOD
OF FIGS"
nice hall room and be comfortable
the framers of that historic docColonel Ralph Twitchell's explana- enough for three dollars? You go and ument thought there was no use of
Don't scold your fretful, peevish
tion of the intentions of the' San Die- do it and give me the other dollar.1
Including a paragraph on "resigna- child. See if tongue is coated: this
" 'Anything else you wish me to tions," believing that the New Mexico is a sure
go exposition board, made at the
sign its little stomach, liver
do?
commerce
chamber
the
of
legislature would be classed with the and bowels are clogged with sour
meeting of
" 'Yes,' she answered. Tou call on United States senate, about which it waste.
on Tuesday night, aroused a great
me
once a week. You live only a is said "Senators sometimes die, and
deal of comment, all of which was of
When listless, pale, feverish, full of
but
the enthusiastic order, Bays the San- mile away, but I suppose ride. Walk, they sometimes fail of
cold, bad breath, throat sore, doesn't
and give me the ten cents car fare. none ever resign."
ta Fe New Mexican.
eat, sleep or act naturally, has stomYou'll
find the walk short if you think
Nevertheless, Mr. Burg wanted to achache,
The efforts of this board to give
indigestion, diarrhoea, give
EometMri": at tho big exposition that of me. Then every night you come resign. It seemed imperative, in the a teaspoonful of "California
Syrup of
What light of subsequent developments that
will r.itmrt attention are sure to meet here you smoke two cigars.
and in a few hours all the foul
Figs,"
conhe should quit, for does not the
with results, and the plans the mem- price ones?'
waste, the sour bile and fermenting
"I answered', 'ten cents.'
stitution spcifically state that "no food
bers have in view are of the pioneer
passes out of the bowels and you
" 'I'm not going to ask you to smoke
during the time for have a well and
representative
order in the line of effective adver
playful child again.:
poor cigars,' she said, 'but instead of which he was elected shall be ap- Children love
'
tising.
this
harmless, "fruit
smoke one. By smoking slowly pointed to any civil office." And Mr.
li is tr
that the old idea of s. two,
can rest easy
and
mothers
laxative,"
one
once
at
will
Bernanot
is
now probate judge of
all
last you Burg
and
:iw in the larger exhi'ui-n- e
pui;:;"::.
after
it never fails
because
it,
giving
as long as two and you can give lillo county.
out of fashion, and just
tions h
to make their little "insides" clean
me
the ten cents difference. Then you
The governor says he is not the
tin- - lii'ii ..
is for something new.
ride both ways to business, don't you? man to receive the resignation. The and sweet.
Wo have so i:;uch to snow ana so
Keep it handy. Mother! A little riv
Well, I .won't ask you to walk home attorney general
agrees with him.
much to uich that the
necessity when
en
today saves a sick child tomor
a
little
Mr.
are
so
has
been
rise
informed.
but
you
tired,
Burg
Burg
but. iret tha genuine.
presents itself of a new form of pre- earlier and walk down. It will do you 13 now
Ask your
row,
probate judge in his home
sentation.
of "Calia
for
bottle
druggist
30
me
not
and
can
has
the
constitution
the
good
you
give
county, and
fornia Syrup of Figs," which has diNothing will do this as will the cents a week that you'll save. What been amended.
rections for babies, children of all
tiling which attracts the eye, holds do you spend for your luncheons?'
Set for September 25
the attention and gives the auditor
" 'Only 25 cents.'
plainly on
The famous Garcia case, which Was ages and for grown-up- s
" 'Cut out the piece of pie or some- set for a hearing in the United States the bottle. Remember there are
something to remember and think
ebout after he has gone from the thing you really don't require, reduce district court, before Judge William counterfeits sold here, so surely look
scene of the exhibition itself.
the cost to 20 cents and give me the H. Pope, on September 23, has been and see thajt yours is made by the
Tlia idea of the board is to give 30 cents weekly difference. It's a mis- reset for September 25.
'California Fiz Svruo Company."
a course of instruction in the ie 'Our- - take ti eat
Hand back with contempt any other
hearty midday meals
ces Hie possibilities and the at.trai' makes one sleepy ana dull. Then
Subscribe for The Optic.
fig syrup. Adv.
I
'
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SuitNo.3527
Price $25

CoatNo.3031
Price $20

Coat No. 3011
Price $30

Coat No. 3313
Price $23

SiritNo.9515
Price $30

CoatNo.3002 Suit No. 3532
Price $37.50
Price $23

SnitNo.3526
Price $23

408-mil- e

The illustrations show but s few of the new fall and winter Wnoltex coats and suits others ranee in price as follows: WoolteJ! Coats. $ 15.00
to J45.C8 Wooltex Suits, (25.00 to $55.00. You will be especially pleased with the many attractive ones at (25.00 to 35.00. See the beautiful
YVooltex

coats and suits in your own city at

Ttie Store Tkmt

nwald- & hon

1PL

s

In tliis city, .ours is

Hie Store Thai Sells
HOW'S THIS
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh trat
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO, Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the iiast 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable

ollex

in all business transactions and fin- - cents per bottle. Soli by all Drugancuuiy aoie to carry out any ODllga- - gists.
tions made by his firm.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipNATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, ation. Adv.

-

I

Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter-5o a
We
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system, f cleau cotton rag8'
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 Co.

,

njce ,
0pt,c PaMIsMng
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Self-denia-

and Backache due to disorders

l

RED CROSS DRUG CO.

CAPITAL
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SCHAEFER.
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$100,000.00
;
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Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer.

J. M.
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$50,000.00

D.

T.

K.

S.

Hoskins, Cauhlbi
Lewis,

Ass't. Cash
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Interest Paid On Time Deposits
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LAS VEGAS- SAVINGS BANE
-

CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

$30.000 00

Office Wiih the San Mijjuel National Bank

Wm. Q. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY
D.

Vice

T. HOSKINS

INTEREST

PAID ON DEPOSITS

President
President
Treasurer

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,

FACING

GALLOWS

SCALY PSORIASIS ON

US ID LUIS

FOR HORRIBLE

Small Dots Grew Larger. Scales'
Formed. Looked Horrible. Cuticura Soap and Ointment Cured. ,

CRIME
JAMES AND BARTOW CANTRELL
SHOT MAN FOR THE LOVE
OF HIS WIFE

Troop H, 6th XJ. 8. Cavalry; Camp
McCoy, Sparta, Wis.
"I was troubled
with psoriasis for nearly twp years. Por
tions of my arms and limbs
were affected mostly with It.
It appeared in scaly form,
breaking out In very small
dots and gradually grew
larger and white scales formed
when about the size of an
Tho
ordinary match-healooks of it was horrible, which
made it very unpleasant for
mo. It Itched a little at times.
" I tried several remedies, but the trouble
seemed to grow worse instead of better, and
I tried several treatments which cured me
for a month, but it always broke out again.
One day a friend saw the advertisement of
Cuticura Soap and Ointment In the papor
and I sent for a sample. They helpod me, so
I purchased two more boxes of Cuticura
Ointment and some Cuticura Soap and
they completely cured me. It took three
months for Cuticura Sosp and Ointment
to completo my cure." (Signed) Walter

.

19
James
Cantrell and his younger brother Bartow Cantrell are occupying the "death
cell" in the Gainesville jail and, unless some unforeseen and unexpected
contingencies arise that would cause
the governor of the state to interfere
with the execution of tne sentence,
the two prisoners will he executed by
hanging a week from today. The
two Cantrells were ; tried several
months ago and after having been
found guilty of the murder of Arthur
Hawkins, were sentenced to he hanged on September 26. Mrs. Sylvia
Hawkins, the widow of the victim of
the crime, who was tried for complicity in the crime, is now serving
a life sentence for her share in the
brutal murder.
The history of the crime which, at
the time created a great sensation
and tremendous indignation throughout the state, c'early reflects the passionate and wanton nature of the
woman in the case and the power she
exorcised over James Cantrell, her
lover, and Bartow, the younger brother of .Tames, who seemed to be equally devoted to the woman.
Arthur Hawkins, his wife and their
four children lived in Gainesville, but
in March of this year removed to a
farm near Bellton. Their neighbors
were James Cantrell, a widower with
two children, his mother and sisters
and Bartow Cantrell, a young man of
16 or 17 years. Soon after the Hawk-In- s
family came into the neighborhood
James Cantrell contracted the mumps
and Mrs. Hawkins went to his house

Gainesville,

Ga., Sept.

,

'

'

to see him.

Cantrell and Mrs. Hawkins became
infatuated one with the other almost
at the first meeting and, it appeared
from the evidence at the trial, within
a.
aftor their first meeting they
were, seen to kiss each other. They
each other nearly every day, and
nnnerous letters passed between
the, letters in whi"h she called him
"sweet boy," told him she loved him
and had no pleasure except in his
company, that she thought more of
him than of any other man in the
world, and that she would rather give
up her baby than him.
Tn her later letters she suggested
to Cantrell that he kill "Arthur" and
put his body on tho railroad track.
She said that in the event of his death
they would get a lot of money and
would be able to marry. In nnother
letter Mrs. Hawkins said she would
go with Cantrell and they would follow Arthur out to ome secluded place
where they could kill him and nobody
would ever know of it. Then she
would live with him and take care
of his children.
Mrs. Hawkins, according to the testimony, purchased shells from a hardware store in Lula, and with Cantrell's
aid unloaded the shot, melted them
into a slug, and together loaded the
gun with which Hawkins was killed.
The murder Itself was committed by
young Bartow Cantrell, who seemed
to be the willing slave of Mrs. Hawkins. Armed with a pistol and a shotgun. Bartow Cantrell stationed himself behind a barn and when Hawkins
passed by, he fired the slug into him,
causing his Instant death.
The evidence further sfiov ?d that
James Cantrell, at the instance of
Mrs. Hawkins, had tried to buy
strychnine in a Gainesville drug store,
with which to poison her husband,
but the druggist refused to sell the

'

rlew Orleans' Historic Old Chuicr
Building Causing Much Concern
to People of City.
New Orleans. The sinking of the
foundations of the historic old St
Louis cathedral In this city is giving
much concern to citizens Interested
in the welfare and prestige of New
Orleans, as well as to the members
of 'the church Itself.
It is a problem whether the cathedral can be restored as it was, or will
have to be rebuilt, and that is iow
in the hands of a commission or engineers and architects to be solved after
due consideration.
The present cathedral was completed in 1794, under the care and from
large contributions by Don Andres
Almonaster y Roxas, a wealthy Span-

hem" and that
the- - yrnM rover
.r.z if they would
"stick to her"; that while they were
in trouble and might be sentenced,
they would never be hanged. This
was before the cases came to trial.
At the trial both James and his
evidence
state's
turned
brother
against Mrs. Hawkins, and their moth- er and their sister corroborated their
testimony which showed that Mrs.
Hawkins had been the real Instigator
of the crime. In her own defense Mrs.
Hawkins declared that she had noth-- !
ing to do with the murder and that
the Cantrells killed her husband be-- '
cause he had threatened to report
them for making moonshine whisky.
The jury recommended mercy in her
case.
.After her conviction Mrs. Hawkins
wanted to take her youngest child,
about three years of age, to prison
with her, but the state prison commission would not permit this. Mrs.
Hawkins is a handsome woman of 30
years and had borne a good reputation up to the time of her infatuation
for James Cantrell.

TO HONOR GOVERNOR'S
St. Peter. Minn., Sept.
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.Preparations are nearly complete for the un-
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of Greatest Value
Remedy
Medicine Chest Is
In the
"

Family

Duffy's Pur
all Whiskey

It is an absolutely pure distillation
of carefully selected, clean grain, thoroughly malted, and should be in every
home as a safeguard in emergencies requiring a stimulant.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey corrects
the defective digestion of the food, increases the appetite, strengthens the
heart, gives force to the circulation,
relieves threat and lung troubles, and
insomnia, and brings restfulness to the
brain and nervous forces. It is pre
scribed by doctors and
recognized as a leading family medicine.
BUY A BOTTLE TODAY, BUT EE SURE YOU GET DUFFY'S
CAUTION When vnn a sir vnur rtrtiffulnt. irrocer or dealer for

Duffy' Pure Malt Whiskey be sure you aet the genuine. It is the only l
BOHoiuieiy pure meaicmai malt wuiskey, and 1C sola in seaieu ooiues
only; never in bulk. Price $1.00. Look for tho "Old Chemist' on the
label, and make sure the seal over the cork is unbroken. Write Medical Dept., The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester N. V., for illustrated medical booklet and fre advice.
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THREE
MILL IN U. S.

GRIST

Was Built In the Early Days of English Settlement in Virginia and
Is Still Worked.
'

Holy Land, After Long Sleep, Is
Richmond, Va In all probability
the mill shown in the illustration is
Waking Up.
the oldest in commission in America.
It is a tidal mill on East river, an
It
Yankee- Fever of Progress and Con- arm of Mobjack bay in Virginia.
was built in the early days of English
struction Has Broken Out In Palsettlement in Virginia and is still in
estine and Swept East to
commercial operation with power deAncient Chaldea.
rived from' the ebb and flow of the
tides.
London. The Holy Land is wafc
The early Virginia settlers harness"boom"
a
A
Yanket
regular
ing up.
ed the tides to the mill wheel to
fever of progress and construction
grind their corn, later on adding mahas broken out in Palestine and swept chinery and other apparatus for makeast to ancient Chaldea, where even ing flour.
They found a place where
the old Garden of Eden is being irri- the tides ran with more than usual
gated and put back on the map and rorce, where the water waB forced
the market.
Outside the crumbled walls of Nineveh, Yankee mowing machines are
humming in wheat fields that cover
the bones of kings. Down on the big
Euphrates Irrigation dam cube concrete mixers from Chicago are busily
digesting old bricks, taken from the
walls of Nebuchadnezzar's palace at
ruined Babylon. Aleppo, so long a
Syrian town," is
"sleepy,
planning a $5,000,000 union depot, and
Jerusalem donkeys are now
motorcycles of
dodging the noisy
nervous tourists doing Palestine "on
the high."
In the date gardens around Bagdad,
where for 2,000 years the Arab farmer was content with his rude "cher-rid-"
goatskin and wind(an
lass device for lifting Irrigating water), over 400 English ga3 engines
now puff away, pumping water from
G;d Cnst Mill on Seashore.
On this same
the ancient Tigris.
historic stream motor boats from Raa narrow inlet into1 a large
cine sputter about among
pond or hike. As the tide rose
Aram "safinas" and "bungalows"
and foil, something like three fect,
hi-- fai'icr
bcili bum jiniL as m femoaus golden
lior.y of water would be
riled aud emptied twice each 21 hours.
age. In the dark, narrow,
bazaar streets of Bagdad I A. nam vus thrown across this inlet,
saw Yankee sewing machines, dollar
a narrow space for a raceway,
watches, safety razors and American : :;d in this space the large old wheel
,
patent medicines, offered for sale be- vnn hung.
side costly Persian rugs, bronzes,
It has passed through at least five
sticky native candy, and prayer-brick- s irreal war'!.1 ' It has been destroyed
made from the holy dirt of once by cavalry raid, and was grinding
corn, when the French and Indian wars
were being waged. It ground corn for
Washington's army when it was besieging the English array at Yorktown,
only a few miles away. In the evolution of the grist mill first came the Indian mortar, followed by crude mill
stones ot small size propelled by hand
power; then larger ones run by horse
power. Windmills were next and then
came tidal mills, and the other water
mills, where the flow of water has
been dammed. Steam has revolutionized the milling processes, but there
is still work for the tidal mill. The
old time millers were restricted to
of the grist for toll, in case of
in case of wheat
corn, and
but always had fat hogs, no matter
what the legal rate of toll, and nearly
all millers became wealthy. ' For more
than 225 years Virginia led the whole
country in the production of both
wheat and corn. It may never lead
,
again in these crops; but it is rapidly
getting in shape to line up with tha
d

"

$

high-poope-

St. Louis Cathedral.
ish nobleman and official of the cHy.
uuder the then Spanish domination of
Louisiana. In 1S50, one of the towers
having collapsed, damaging the entire
front of the structure, the facade- was
rebuilt as it now is, but the sinking
again of the foundations of a tower
presents new problems and demands.
Everybody who cherishes the history and traditions of the city preserved and perpetuated desires that the
historic old structure shall be restored and made permanent, but there
are others who want a new and splendid structure as the chief ecclesiastical edifice in this archiepiscopal diocese.
Not less than a million dollars, and
probably more, will be required to
build a new and magnificent cathedral. All these matters should furnish food for thought, for they concern every citizen of New Orleans,

without regard to creed or party.
OLD

NIPSIC

IS

AN

ICEBOX

Warship That Survived Samoa Storm
Turned to Commercial Uses by
Canning Company.
'

Washington. Converted Into a' gigantic floating Icebox for salmon, the
old United States cruiser Nipsic lies
off the San Juan islands, near Belling-ham- ,
Wash'., being now a useful piece
of property of a canning company.
The interior of the old warship, which
is of wood, has been made over into
a row of great bins, into which the
salmon, brought from the fishing
ground, are dumped through a long
funnel at the bow and iced. The process will not freeze the fish, but will
keep them in cold storage until they
can be canned. Frozen fish may be
sold for table use, but are not thought
good for canning.
The Nipsic has had an interesting
history, though never in battle. Kuilt
in 1873 at Washington, she was long
attached to the Pacific fleet. She was
one of the American warships that
were overwhelmed by the hurricane
at Samoa in 1888 with vessels of the
English and German navies. All but
the English cruiser Calliope went
ashore, but the Nipsic fortunately
went on a sandy beach. Tho crew of
the Nipsic performed heroic deeds in
saving seamen froni other vessels.
After being hauled off and repaired
the Nipsic became a receiving ship at
Bremerton, and was later turned Into
a prison ship. Last spring Bhe was
sold as no longer of any use to the

camel-smellin-

g

'

one-sixt- h

one-eight- h

Marietta, 0. Hailstones so large
that one of them knocked down a
horse being driven up a hill, near here,
fell during a storm. The hailstones
smashed windows, broke slate roofs,
damaged crops and killed fowls that
were suddenly thrust unprotected into
the storm when their coops were overturned by the wind. In the rural sec
Hons many fields of corn were practically ruined. It is estimated the 'damage will run Into thousands of dollars.
AUCTION

OFF PETRIFIED

MAN

Patagonian Relic Sold
Under Hammer In Paris to
Highest Bidder.

Grewsome

Paris. A petrified man was sold by
auction In Paris recently.' The man
lived some thousands of years ago in
Patagonia. He was about six feet live
inches in height.
Though he Is now a stone statue
the body bears traces of two dees
wounds. It is supposed that the man
"as killed, and that his bodv tbj
slowly changed to stone by the action
or water cnargea wun rime salts.

ONE MOTION WAS SUSTAINED

best
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TO BLOW COAL THROUGH TUBE
London Borough Council Has Scheme

to Supply Factory With
Its Fuel.

Ancient Well Near Bagdad.

long-dorma-

London. Hammersmith
Borough
council, which has a municipal electricity undertaking and has to arrange
for the storage and delivery of large
quantities of eoal, reportB in favor of
a scheme to bring the coal from the
wharf to the electricity works by
blowing it through a pipe. To enable
the coal to, pass through the pipe
water would also have to be blown
through and the report declares that
the mixture of coal and water could
be forced through at a velocity oi
about Beven feet per second, about
five miles an hour.
Upon delivery at the electricity
works the coal would be allowed to
settle down in the tanks, when the
surplus water would be drawn off
and returned to ,the river. The cost
of the scheme is estimated at $50,000

Over at Shelbyville, Mo., the other
day a state case was called for trial in
the circuit court and the defendant, a
young farmer, did not show up. After
waiting half a day the court declared
his bond forfeited and directed the
issuance of a warrant.
"That reminds me," remarked a lawyer attending the court, "of a time
when a client of mine was 'insulted'
by the filing of an information against
him charging bribery. He put up to
me the rather delicate problem as to
.whether or not he would go to the penitentiary. I looked at the hand. It
didn't cause any enthusiasm. So I decided to grind out a bunch of motions.
demurred to the information and
everything else I could think of. The
court grimly overruled them as fast;
as they came in. Each night I burned
the midnight oil trying to erect a bulwark between my client and the pen.
The next morning the judge would
kick the barrier to flinders. Finally
I told my man we would have to get
ready to face the music the court
wouldn't fool with us any longer.
When I again entered the place of trial
the court confirmed me said if I had
any more motions I needn't pull 'cm
out, as he was going to overrule them.
" 'I haven't any more motions to
make, your honor,' I said. 'But I understand my client has made one.'
"'Has he filed it?'
" 'No, sir,' I replied. T think he took
It to Old Mexico with him. I just now
heard of it.'
"After a minute's study the judge
said:
" 'While his action deserves censure, this court cannot but feel complimented at your man's evident confidence in our disposition to deal out
Justice.'"
WHEN EXERCISE WON'T HELP
If you Are Mentally Weary, Sit Down
Quietly and Comfortably and
Breathe Deeply.

Are you weary? Breathe more; eat
less.
Active exercise will not rest you
from mental work.
"When you are tired with mental
work," says a well known physician,
"do not think you must take active exercise. That will make you more
weary. All you need is rest and more
air in your lungs. Sit down quietly
and comfortably and breathe deeply
twenty-fiv- e
times. Rest a moment and
repeat.
"This air forced into the body removes the waste material which makes
you weary.
"Don't eat all you want.
"Food not needed for support of the
system is so much extra work for the
body and requires more air to ,dlspose
of it.
"This regimen will diminish your
grocery bill and save your shoe
leather."

,

Dictum.

London. Fashion in male wear i3,
we are told, in a transition state.
The gaudy sock, the spat, white or colored; the broad shoe lace, are as
FINDS" POISON IN FLOWERS though they never were. They are
taboo. We now revel In unobtrusive
socks end our shoes are spatless and
Eouqust Carried to Sick Friend Affects fastened with stringlike laces.
Swelling
Clergyman, Causing
The latest craze is the rest suit, to
of Nose.
be worn on a quiet evening after dinner or for bachelor tea parties. Here
t
Wilmington, Del. Poison in a
is a full description of one, worn, it
of flowers is believed to have is
said, ty a well known peer. It 13 of
in
face
the
caused a painful swelling
dark
watered silk, with re vers
of Dr. W. L. S. Murray, one of the of old green
the coat brfng edged with
veteran clergymen of the Methodist olive gold, silk braid.
The suit is
green
Episcopal church, now stationed at
cut with wide trousers and Is
loosely
carchurch
this city. While,
Er.worlli
worn with a colored Bilk shirt, soft
rying the flowers to a sick friend Doc- turn down silk collar and bow tie,
tor Murray inhaled their perfume.
socks of silk and gorgeous Oriental
The bouquet evidently contained a
slippers.
some
of
sort, because shortly
poison
after there was a noticeable swelling
$100,000 for Not Using Tobacco.
In the clergyman's nose, which soon
Pa. Leonard Thomas
Norristown,
f mm
over
his
Aside
whole
face.
spread
will receive $100,000 on
tho pain, Doctor Murray experienced of Haverford
his twenty-firs- t
birthday if he can
no serious trouble.
swear on that day that he has not
used tobacco in any form during his
Test
Eggs,
life, according to the will of his grandTrenton, N. J. A test of eges
mother, Elizabeth Van Horsen Nichold
was
made
state
the
years
by
three
olson,
probated here. Thomas is
health
of
here.
If the board
board
old, and hasn't used toyears
eight
survives $4,000 worth of ancient eggs
bacco yet
will he released from cold storage
bo'i-que-
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FORES!

RULES
ONLY 144 CASES OF ILLEGAL
GRAZING
ARE
REPORTED
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR

There were only 144 cases of
trespass on the national forests
during the past fiscal year, according
to a report Issued from the forest
service. The service considers this
remarkable, In view of the fact that
the- national forests contain 138,000,- 000 acres and have boundaries many
thousands of miles in length. Nearly
32,000 grazing permits were issued,
and more than 20,000,000 head of domestic animals grazed upon the forests for periods from a few days, in
crossing, to a whole year.
The various forest officers in charge
of the areas on which this
stock
grazed are much pleased by this record, because it reasonably might be
assumed that it would te extremely
difficult to protect this large area
from the encroachments of live stock'
and from depredation of various sorts.
A large part of the difficulty, however, is obviated by the ready
of the stock owners who visa
the range.
Of the 144 cases where the departures from the regulations of the department of agriculture were considered serious enough to warrant tho
filing of a trespass charge, 20 were
dismissed by the department because
of a lack of proof. The department
points out that, while there were of
course a great many minor violations
due to lack of knowledge or a misunderstanding of the regulations, they
were
settled
without
difficulty
through the issuance of permits to
cover the cases or by personal conferences which were sufficient to prevent further trouble.

Friends Expected Her to Die
"I sincerely believe my life was
saved in the Fall of 1910 by using
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar
rhoea Remedy," writes Mrs. Agnes
Booth, Tonawanda, N. Y. "I was
taken with diarrhoea followed h i :i
attack of acute Indigestion. Pov - c?
the pen fails to portray the a"endured. My friends expectc i :r to
die as I had been, unable to get lehef
for so long a time. This remedy went
directly to the seat of the trouble and'
cured me in a few hours time." For
sale by all dealers.
Adv.
'

1

Active Principles of Plants.
A new method of obtaining the
active principles of plants in the state
CHICAGO HOST OF SINGERS
in which they exist in the fresh plant
Chicago, Sejt. 19. Several thousand
is used with success by the French Polish
Polish
singers representing
scientist, Professor Perrot, of the
in
societies
all
sections
singing
of the
toParis School of Pharmacy, and
gether with M. Goris he employs a country, particularly the middle west,
special method of treating plants for gathered here today for their nation
medical use. In this way he obtains al convention, which is scheduled to
extracts of a differnt nature from continue until and
next
including
what are given In the usual process
There will be business
where dried plants are employed. Wednesday.

Such extracts can be used to great advantage, as they contain the active
principles of the plants in a more suitable and unaltered form. Thus, by
his process, the leading active principles such as alkaloids or glucosldes
and diastases are preserved in their
complex combinations such as they
existed in the cells of the plant, and
under thlB form it is found that their
action on the human body is identical
with that of the fresh plant. Such
combinations are rendered stable by
treating the sterilized powder of the
freshly-drieplant by alcohol so as to
make an extract. This is then evaporated in vacuo and then freed from
fatty matter, wax or resin, then dried
by a cold process. Such extracts are
HERE'S GARB FOR MEN'S TEAS soluble in water.

Oriental Slippers Go With Soft, Filmy,
Silk "Rest Suit," Is Fashion

00

STOCKMEN

Defendant Moved to Mexico and Judge
Felt He Showed Confidence In
Court's Justice.

J

Moslem graveyards. By one cable
veiling next Sunday, of the monument
order a Bagdad importer bought fifty
A.
of former Governor John
Johnson,
American reapers, for use in Assyrian
erected 'by public subscriptions of the
wheat fields.
From this region made famous by
citizens of St. Peter to honor the meNew Testament history the stagnamory of one of their most honored
tion of centuries is passing, and
fellow citizens. The day selected for
travel writers can no longer dub it
the unveiling of the handsome statue
"changeless and inert."
is particularly appropriate because it
It's a railroad the same magic
will be the fourth anniversary of the
power that built up our vast west
rethat's rousing this
death of Governor Johnson.
a
east.
middle
It's
the
of
great
Govof
death
gion
the
after
Immediately
railroad, too, greater far in possibiliernor Johnson his admirers in this
ties than even the famous Russian
of
erection
city started a fund for the
road across Siberia. The "Engdad
a suitable memorial in his native
railway," this singularly significant
town. The project was temporarily
road is called, and already it is
When finished it will
abandoned for a while, owing to the
stretch 1,870 miles from Scutari to
statewide movement in favor of erectBasra on the Persian gulf, the old
ing a statue, of the dceased on the
"Balsora" of Sinbad the sailor's tales.
St.
at
state
the
of
capitol
grounds
From the Mediterranean to the EuPaul. After the memorial at St. Paul navy.
phrates, now spanned by a temporary
had been unveiled, however, the agibridge, the line is in operation, and
tation here was resumed and it was HAILSTONE DOWNS A N3P.SE on throe sections under construction
poiron.
72,000 men are steadily at work. From
Willie Mrs. Hawkins and the two not difficult to obtain the necessary
the Euphrates the route pushes east
M
filiffon
and
Vininttv
will
nu
which
grace MpUtta
Cantrells were prisoners m the Hall funds. The statue,
( to Mosul on the site of old Nineveh
Rain
Windows
Are
M'-s- .
a
is
of
by
the
court
the
Damage
was
note
a
house,
grounds
passed by
county jail
thence down the classic Tigris to
Smashed.
Hawkins to James in which she said replica of the St. Paul monument.
Br.gdad and Basra.
,
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"stick-t-

Foley Kidney pills cure obstinate
cases nf widney and bludder trouble,
nd lnmbano. because
rheumatism'
fhey remove tho cause. Yon can not
frve hi'i honest curative medicine Into your cviteei without getting the
ri'-iresults.- Try !hfi"i. O. 0. Schae-fp- '
it
and T7d Crn9B Drur Wore. Adv

it

S!
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Mahony, Oct. 22, 1912.
Altliouch the Cuticura Soap and Ointment are most successful in the treatment of
affections of tho skin, scalp, hair and hands,
thoy arc also most valuable for everyday use
in tho toilet, bath and nursery, because they
promote and maintain tho health of the skin
and hair from infancy to age. Sold everywhere. Liberal sample of each mailed free,
Skin Book. Address post-car- d
with 32-!' Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
SMen who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will find it best for slandccalp.

she would

'

T. LOUIS CATHEDRAL SINKS

SEPTEMBER

sessions of the delegates for the tran
saction of routine business and the
election of officers and aside from
these sessions there will be ohoral
concerts with competitions between
varipus societies and mass concerts
in which all the delesates and the
members of" the local Polish singing
societies will take part.

d

Had His Argument Ready.

A Home Method Sure to Restore Flesh to Natural
Health.

A Nashville correspondent tells of
who could beat all creation

a darkey

In making excuses and apologies for

his shortcomings.
"Shiftless as ever, Bill?" observed
a former employer on one occasion
when he encountered the man in rags.
"Still making a failure of yourself,
eh?"
The darkey grinned. "Well, boss,"
said he, "I don't know dat I am sech
a terrible failure."
"You have nobody but yourself to
support," persisted the other, "and I
never knew you yet to make both
ends meet."
"Boss," said the darkey with another grin, "you don't want to forglt
dat de rainbow has only itself to support and it nevah yet made both dem
ends meet; and de rainbow am some
use but it's mighty shiftless, it is."

At the Exhibition.
A girt and a young man, visiting
the Futurist exhibition in the Sixty-nintRegiment armory, paused be
fore a painting by Henri Rousseau a
canvas fairly crusted with slathers of
every color of the prism.
"This is a Henri Rousseau in his
later manner," explained the girl.
'He died two years ago. Do you get
his message?"

h

Co not cover any external sore so a
to interfere with perspiration and tho
formation of protective scabs. Keep
It clean and bandaged. If It is a stubborn case, flush your blood with S. S. S.
This famous blood purifier works wonders. And you can easily give your
blood a good, thorough- cleaiia'n;? by
usinff S. S. S. There is no need for
anyone to be despondent over the illness of Wood impurities. No matter
how badly they aUacic tho Bvsteni or
how unsightly becomes the elan, Just
remember there is one ingredient
n
S. S. S. that so stimulates tho celiulur
tissues throughout the body that each
selects its own essential ntarimunt
from tha bloodi
t " I o 't
This means that all di '
ins; down of the ti ui , l! (in
fe.
S.
work
8. has
begins.
repair
a epeciiic influence rn n 1 1
' i i t i
to preserve their mutu il w " i
t
afford a proper nl'iven i'i
t i
More
each other.
attention it
given to constrin iha t
ever before, end S. S. S. i tin l
achievement in this line.
'Do not fail to get a .(tin cf
You will
results. If yotir absci - i. ,,f ...h
t
nature that you wont
i
a Rpecialist, write to rup
I

-I

1

1

;
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"Not exactly," said the young man
"but I'll bet four dollars he died oi
The Swift PpoHfif
painter's colic." New York Post.
ratory, Mianta, U&.

1

.
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dollars being Tequired to cover
the cost of samples. There were
many nibbles and not a few bit hard
and were caught before there called
one representing himself as a deputy
from the sheriffs offlce in police
'
He lost no time in
headquarters.
showing his knowledge of the young
man's game and frightening him into
ten spots, the
giving up the
r.i'Bt sharper not stopping to reflect.
apparently, that the sheriff's office is
not located at police headquarters.
Now the local police are holding the
buncoed buncoer and are endeavoring
to locate the alleged deputy sheriff.
Fortunes In Movies
The rapid and tremendous growth
of the "movie" craze and the busi
ness operations that foster and thrive
upon it appears little short of mar
velous when reduced to figures. In
New York City there are more than
1,200 moving picture shows. The aver
age dally attendance at each is conservatively estimated at 000, making a
total attendance of 720,000 daily or
annually. The average
admission of eight cents yields an income of $57,000 a day or $21,000,000 a
year. Also of interest is the item of
wages paid. At least five employes
are required to run the smallest of
these playhouses, and the average
number may be safely sot at eight
making a total of about 50,000 em
ployes. These
approximately
$20,000 per day pV:i!t $7,000,000 for
the year. .'sM 'm h tide has, by no
means been reached.
ten

DARy PEOPLE GET
LOST IN NEW

yon
NUMEROUS

DISAPPEARANCE MYSTERIES ARE NEVER CLEARED, IT IS SAID

New York, Sept. , 19. That "Big
Tim" Sullivan, known ly sight probably to more New Yorkers than any
Other of the city's 4,500,000 residents,
could walk, out of his house and disappear even for a short time without leaving a trace of his whereabouts calls attention anew to the
fact that this is the easiest place on
the continent in which to lose ones
self. According to the records and
an
estimates of police authorities,
overage of about 20 persons disap
pear mysteriously every day in the
metropolis and no explanation is ever
forthcomin? as to what becomes of
them. In the course of a year there
fore the "lost" population of New
York amounts to over 7.000 or enough
to fill a good sized town. The largy
est single class of those who
maelthe
ia
city's
disappear
strom Is made up of men who desert
their wives. A much smaller number
of wives similarly desert their husbands. Others find this a convenient
way of avoiding their creditors or escaping the natural results of acts of
dishonesty or petty crime. A large
proportion of the denizens of the
underworld, both men and women,
have dropped Into It from some higher stratum of society, changing their
nemes and thus losing their Identity
en mute. Tn a city whore every family vioves on an average of once In
tv." roars and a vast number change
their residences every few months, It
Is r::tnral!y easy to drop Out of eight
find the records show that an astonishingly large number of persons do
to
tmlly every year.
Job
volun-f""laril-

"-

How to Cure Cholera Morbus
Many cases of this disease result
fatally before medicine can be ob

tained or a physician summoned. It
is easily cured when the proper remedy Is at hand. Mrs. Charles Stewart
of Mt. Collins, N. Y., says: "When my
husband had cholera morbus last sum
mer he used - Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and
it cured him promptly." Every family should keep this remedy at hand.
It only costs a quarter. For sale, by
all dealers.
Adv.
WESTGARD

IS

COMING

Pecord-Ereakin-

With 10,000 miles of his 17,000-milA world's
is automobile
record in
journey behind him, A. L.
probably involved in the repaying of Westgard, vice president of the NaFifth iivemie'p eirht busiest blocks tional Highways association, and di- frm Tlilitv-fnurtstreet to
rector of
highways,
street--i15
days. These left Denver this week for Albuquerel'M Merits comprise 13,605 square que, N. M., via Colorado Springs,
yards, rpcnlriti over 2,000 tons of as- Trinidad, Las Vegas, and Santa Fe.
ether heavy materials.
phalt,
From Albuquerque he goes wastward
'The old anplialt, laid in 1S97, Is con- to Los Angeles, arriving there early
sidered to have vnrn better than any in October and examining some of
In engi the roads of southern California beother piece of
neering history. When ripped up it fore turning his face eastward on the
was found to have worn In some return
Journey across the continent.
places from a thickness of two inch On the way to New York his route
es to a quarter of an inch, and tie will take Mm
through parts of Arizoquarter-incpresented as smooth and na, New Mexico, Texas, Arkansas,
unbroken a surface aa new road.
Mississippi, Tennessee, North Caro
was resorted to only because lina, Georgia, Florida, Virginia. Mary
cheaper in the long run than patch- land, Delaware, Pennsylvania, and
ing. So many concrete foundations New Jersey.
have been put on Fifth, avenue that Since parting company with the Inthe base of Its pavement is now from diana tourists at San trancisco at the
nine Inches to 20 Inches thick and end of the
tour,
there Is the prospect of having to six weeks ago, Mr. Westgard has
blast when necessary to mend a gas traveled more than 3,000 miles in the
or water leak, for as yet there has northwestern states. He reached Denbeen found no better method of mak ver by way of Boise, Idaho; Ogden,
ing such repairs than by gashing a and Salt Lake City, Utah; Meeker,
fine pavement.
Rifle, Clenwood
Springs, Leadville,
Training Girls as Housewives
Tennessee Pass and Colorado Springs,
A "homecraft" course has been in- Colorado.
Governor Spry, of Utah,
troduced into one of New York's high rode with Mr. Westgard from Salt
schools for girlB, which Is calculated Lake City to the Colorado line. At
to qualify the young women to spend Meeker the National Highways assotheir husbands' Incomes to the very ciation's pathfinder was met by Govbest advantage. This course was sug- ernor Ammons of Colorado for the ride
gested to the principal by the reflec- to Denver. Both governors are memtion that 65 per cent of the pupils bers of the associations council of
will marry and that special training Governors which Includes 50 chief exfor this vocation Is most important. ecutives of the states, territories and
of this dependencies of the United States
Accordingly, the graduate
school will be able, not only to con- more than have been Identified with
t
verse Intelligently on
any similar movement in the. history
history and the newest developments of the country.
in woman suffrage, to appreciate mu-slThroughout his long journey Mr.
and art, and be more or less fam- Westgard has met with the utmost
iliar with French and German as cordiality. Boards of trade, chambers
might be expected, but also to cook of commerce, good roads organizations
a dinner, furnish her home comfort and automobile clubs have alike honeconomically, ored him, and intense enthusiasm has
ably, artistically and
keep it free from germs, trim her own been aroused In the work that he is
Inhats, make her own clothes, keep an doing the collecting of first-hanaccount book that will come out formation about road conditions and
straight at the end of the month, and In the plan of the National Highways
play her part in social service. This association. This advocates, as sustrictly practical course includes do pplementary to the present systems of
mestia science, domestic art. biology township, county, and state roads, a
hygiene, applied physics, household system of 50,000 miles of national
chemistry, household arithmetic, phy- highways to be built and maintained
sical training and the general manage- by the national government, in order
ment of a home. It ranges from mil- to foster the development of good
linery to the fundamentals of a legal roads everywhere.
procedure and will fit the
The entire expense of Mr. Weat-gard35 per cent to make their living
tour Is being bofna by the asa8
housekeepers for which sociation.: No commercial interests
the demand la greater than the slup- are Involved! In It.
e
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Buncoing the Buncoers
Buncoing the buncoer is an art thai
probably has reached Its highest development here. A man of boyish appearance registered at a hotel a
short time ago and insorted want advertisements for a number of sal.??
managers for a large western concern
at alluring salaries and liberal ex
pense; allowances a casn uepouu oi

InSwellings of the flesh caused by
flammation, cold, fractures of the
bone, toothache, reivraMa or rheumatism can be re""'""' by applying

T.TNIMTCNT.

It

BALLARD'S SNOW
should be well rubbed "r- over the part
affected. Its sreat henllrur and penethe "'n. reduces
trating no'"pr
Tmhirai ron'li- ewelllni

m(s
'p'-'ivp- o

We.
Adv.

Sold by Central

Drag

Co.

thousands, on a single trip, the
pursers could tell if they
would.
Here, for instanjee, is one
learned by accident:
It was a wild night on a liner. The
ship was plungng toward the English
Channel, and .nearly all the passengers were in their berths seasick.
Through the labyrinthlan passages
on the principal berthing deck a
most peculiar arrangement of marine
architecture,
distinguishing certain
steamers of this particular line fled
a tall woman, fully dressed, with hard
features.
Through the corresponding devious
passageway on the opposite side of
the ship pursued her, or thought he
pursued her, was a man of family and
untold wealth a man whose name
stands among the highest In the Four
Hundred, a man equally well known
in Newport, Paris and London.
Pursued and pursued reached the
midships transverse alleyway at about
the same time, one taking the starboard companion, the other the port
companion to the deck below. The
purser of that ship was no cabin boy
making his first voyage. He knew
the woman and her fame.
She was a plain, first class thief,
adventurblackmailer and
ess. The man did not choose to be
robbed, and he had determined 'ri M
heated anger to get h's rcli
rk. t15
purser was right on the spot. ITe ordered the .woman to her berth and
the man to his, and be posted stewards to stand watch outside the door
gray-haire-

SIRENS OF TODAY

AI WORK

ON

LINERS
FAIR

ONES VICTIMIZE
PEOPLE
TRAVELING ON OCEAN
PALACES

Those ancient entanglers of men who
in the Homeric mythology used their

blandishments over mariners have
their successors today for those who
travel by the sea, says the New York
World.
The sirens of ancient days Parthe-nope- ,
Ligea and Leucosia and the rest
of their class lived In cliffs and
caves of islands between ' Sicily anu
Italy.
Their successors of today travel
first class in sumptuous ucean hotels.
They have discarded their wings and
half-birand half-fiscostumes for
Paris creations, with headgear from
Fifth avenue and the Rue de la Paix.
Long since the double flute of the
marine sorceresses of Homer has been
exchanged for a lorgnette, a fan or a
cigarette.
The presence of the modern siren
on the great ships of today is not
known to the general and
traveler. But two classes know of
her existence very well her victims
and the "gangplank" detectives.
There is and has been tor two generations along the North river water
front a regularly organized staff of
sleuths and plain clothes men who are
independent of the uniformed police
and headquarters plain clothes men.
The business has been transmitted
from father to son.
The names of these marine detectives seldom appear in print, but they
are very important people nevertheless, for they watch the passengers on
ocean vessels and separate the sheep
from the goats.
These quiet, unobtrustive men who
look like steamship men r managers
of passenger traffic glue their eyes
upon every traveler passing up or
down a gangplank, embarking this
week and returning weeks hence. On
the deck of a vessel within or without
the three-mil- e
hmit violations of conventions or
with laws
which obtain on land are difficult of
detection.
No record appears in the history
of the administration of criminal iaw
of a poker player tried and punished
on land for a lalse deal in the smoke
room of a transatlantic liner. Any
person with the wherewithal to pay
for his or her transportat'on, of good
health and respectable appearance, un
less a fugitive from justice, may
travel without restraint.
And so the twentieth century siren,
from a liking for the sea, chooses a
swell suite on a liner instead
of an abandoned and now unprofitable habitation of Circe lying along
the course from the country of the
d

h

Cyclops.

Instead of picking the bones of
mariners, over whom they formerly exercised their powers, sirewing their
skeletons thickly around their dwellings, they now dine in the floating restaurants of international name and
pick the bones of pheasants and
ptarmigans instead. They drink rare
vintages, while the old style siren
was presumably content with water.
Over her and her movements the pier
sleuth watches.
What his pocketbook containing every known detail of offensive and defensive armor of every warship in the
world is to the naval officer, so his
little book is to the pier sleuth ; for
as Koko says, the detective whispers
of the siren, "I've got her on my list."
'
Before the last line of a departing
steamer Is let go an assistant purser
slips down the1 gangplank and ihe marine sharp whispers a name or two.
Card sharp and his accomplice must
be discreet.
They know they are
marked. The professional poker player knows perhaps that passengers may
be warned against him. He will p'lay
fair so long as the luck is with him
and then he will run in his "cold deck"
If he "can.
And the siren will be equally outwardly circumspect. Sometimes the
successors of the daughters of Phor-ey- s
act as lures for the card sharps,
who are equally keen at dice, on the
ship's pools or at matching coins. A
man whose picture is in the photographic collection of the police on
both sides, a man with a slight physical malformation, traveled a few years
ago on steamers to and from the continent with a woman "operative"
not always the same woman who enticed the unwary voyagers into his
net.
But most modern sirens disdain
this doubling up with gambling crooks
and are after bigger game by themselves. What tales of Intrigue at
sea, of flirtations, of plots successful and plots frustrated, of winnings,
robberies,
"pluckings" and bare-faceof hush money
paid, even in the
'

d

of each room.

This Circe could not transform her
victims into swine, but she kept the
roll, and nothing could make her give
it up, especially as her victim finally
decided he could better spare the
money than incur the publicity..
Some times the sirens are EuroOne of the best known of
peans.
them bad an English title, and those
wlro watch the passenger lists de" must be a
cided that "Lady
name
great traveler, for her
appeared
often going and coming.
" was one of the most
"Lady
demure, pretty, alluring and circumspect of the daughters of the river
She always traveled
god Achelous.
in luxury.
She dressed in the best
taste.
On the same ship with her on one
trip were Dutch twins, scions of a
"first family," and before the passage
was ended the brothers were on fhe
point of fichting a. duel to decide
which of them should escort the fair
lady ashore.
'

Trie healing demulcent, qualities" of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are
not duplicated in any, other medicine
and colds: Any substitute
for cou-h- s
offered you Is an inferior article. Refuse t oaccept. it for it can not produce
the healing and soothing effect of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. Insist, upon the genuine, which contains
no opiates. O. G. Ffchaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
SIXTY-SEVEFOREST FIRES
Silver, City, N. M., Sept. 19. Sixty-seve- n

wavor-mak- e
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The common sold
Shakespeare company, which
tbe
Ua
at 23. and
Prefer"5d
will also go to the coast this fall.
if
bndS at 52'
Jf8"11
Amalgamate
has
been
just
Brady
engaged
PPer &nd Sfeel broke - and fil3I)
for the star feminine role in "The Bird
Southern Pacific 2 P'nts.
a
Cage," a play by a new author,
The maJket c!osel heavy. Weak- Californlan.
young
neSS ct Sverament bonds was a con-o- f
Robert Hood. Bowers, the composer
(Continued from Page One)
tr,fcutorJr caUFe of the late depression,
many musical comedy and comic
m and ttaer
the!The tW0S feI1 t0
Two subordinate officers of rural opera successes, has furnished
Were uoted
to
lower.
Heads."!1
score
"The
for
Red
and
in
residents
a
lyrics
number
and
of
guards
Pres8uro
aSainst
diminished
stka
will
lead-have the
the vincity of the jail were also
Marguerite Clark
bRf''e thS ClSe' but the market show
ing part in "Prunella." by Granville ed 1:Ule
recPe''ative power. Final
Barker, which will be produced bv
near the Iowe8t- The
were
flgllres
Ames
at
the
Little
Villa Not a Prisoner
Theater,
Winthrop
Iast
were:
8i,es
El Paso, Tex., Sept. 19. General New York.
'Samated Copper
78
Hugh L. Scott, commanding the Uni"Joseph and His Brethren" scored a
.....112
received
border
ted States
hit in London, with George Ralph as
guard,
ISon
951!
"
what he believes to be reliable infor- Joseph and Beerbohm Tree as Jacob.
xvcttumg
iqo
mation today, stating that Pancho Maxine Elliott, as Potiphar's wife, re- Southern
8i
Villa, the rebel leader, is not a pris- ceived a warm welcome.
Pacin
oner of Maximo Castillo at Palomas,
.....lD0y3
It Is said that Julian Eltlnge
ed States Steel
64
Mexico, but is at Casas Grandes, 150 begin his season In "The Fascinating Jf!
States Steel, pfd.
l09'2
miles southwest of Juarez, with at Widow? and will not produce his new
"
least 1,000 men.
play, "Miss Swift of New York," of
E0ARD
CF TRADE
PaloJuarez officials have gdne to
pf.H,CAG0
ntil later.
which he is
1
1 ' SPt' 9 -A- PlJarent
mas to investigate the reported capFIske O'Hara opened his season in!(
ture of Villa and ascertain if they
Old Dublin" in a Wisconsin town!" f th.at wh?at and Iour W(iu!fl
on the free list mads wheat r,r ces
to
surrender. the other day. The author of the
cannot induce Castillo
here
today heavy. The openb'i'i' was
Castillo commands a band of men who play Is Augustus Pitou and its story
to ',4 cent lower and the
unchanged
'.rp aligned neither with Huerta nor is written around an international
market
suffered
additional setbacks.
He declares yacht race.
.the 'constitutionalists.
The close was steady at prices rangEmiliano
for
is
Vasquez
he
fighting
from last night's level to
cent
When the bowels feel uncomfort- ing
Gomez.
able and you miss the exhilarating down.
Clear weather favoring 'shipments
feeling that always follows a cop'ons
Yellow complexion, pimples and
a dops of HF.R-PIN- from the farms
brought about weakblemishes on the face or morning operation,
will
you r!?ht in a eotinle ness in corn. Prices started
'lie liver, which is torpid. HERBINE of hours. pet
VbVi
Tf taken at bedtime you
to 4?b off and later showed a furbody can be gotten rid of by doctoring cot its beneficial effect after break-is a powerful liver corectant. It purifast next day. Price EOc. Sold' by ther sag. Tho clone was steady 14
fies the system, stimulates the vita!
to
Central Drug Co. Adv.
cent net higher.
organs and puts the body in fine viOafs eased in sympathy with other
Trice 50c. Sold by
gorous condition.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
neutral Drug Co. Adv.
grain.
New York. Sept. 19. Traders workFirst provision sales were unchanged for a reaction today on the theory ed to 10 cents lower. The market,
that the buoyancy of the market late however, gave no evidence of. any par.
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
yesterday ,was merely the result of a ticular pressure. The closing quotadrive at the short interests, which tions were as follows:
had been largely reduced on the reWheat. Sept. 88: Dec. 98; May
"Girls," by the late Clyde Fitch, is cent advance. Little was accomplish- 95.
to have a production in London.
ed In lowering prices, except in the
Corn, Sept. 74; Dec. 72; May
Henry Kolker made a big success case of Union Pacific, which beeamn 72.
In Los Angeles, Calif., in "Our Wives." weak after displaying a rising tendOats, Sept. 47; Dec. 44; May 44.
Olive May has been engaged by ency.
Pork, Jan. $20.12; May $20.25.
James Forbes to play the leading part
Speculative interest converged on
Lard, Jan. $11.07; May $11.20.
in "Shadowed."
Reading, whose swings were follow- Ribs, Jan. $10.60; May $10.77.
Frances Starr is to be seen in "Lee,3 elsewhere within a narrower range.
Secret" during the coming season. Fresh buying orders were uncovered
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
The play is by Henri Bernstein.
on reactions of half a point or so, and
Kansas City, Sept. 19. Hogs, reMelchior Langyel, the author of bidding became more confident as the ceipts 3,000.
Market 5 cents lower.
"The Typhoon,", has written a play market began to exhibit a stronger Bulk $SS.50; heavy $7.90(!?8.30;
recently, entitled "The Black Butter- tone. Lehigh, St. Paul, Reading, Peo- packers and butchers $88.65; lights
flies."
ple's Gas, Seaboard preferred, North- $S8.50; pigs $G7.25.
Louis Mann has started his tour In ern Pacifio and Consolidated C?s
Cattle, receipts 800. Market strong.
"The Children of Today" by his wife, gave demonstrations of strength at Prime fed steers $S.759. 30; dress
Clara Lipman and Lonls Shipman.
intervals, and the whole list showed ed beef steers $7.758.75; western
Bessie Barriscale, who made a hit a stronger tone at noon.
southern steers
steers $6.758.50;
in "The Bird of Paradise" last season,
Advances In the coalers attained $7.558; cows $4.257; heifers $5
Is heading a stock company in San greater proportions, but the balance of
9; stockers and feeders $5.508.25,;
Francisco.
the list did not rise with its earlier bulls $4.506.50; calves $5.50(9.75.
humorous
story enthusiasm. Backwardness of Union
Irving Cobb's
Market
8,000.
receipts
Sheept,
"Back Home," is to be dramatized Pacific acted as a drag, and there was strong. Lambs $6.507.25; yearlings
by Bayard Veiller for production the some hesitation also to the move- $4.605.25;
wethers
$4.254.75;
ments of Steel and Amalgamated,
coming season.
ewes $3. 75 4. 25; stockers and feedFor the first time in ten years So at
the preferred at 23, and col- - ers $36.75.
-
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MONDAY
10 Yards American Print

7 to 9

Calicos for

63 and 75c Ladies

BUTTONS
Black or White
Double Tips. Per Pair

49c

12

MONDAY

79c

Steven's Crash, Worth

Per Pair

39c

7 to 9

Messaline Silk
' Petticoats

Mikado Crepes, Worth 20c

All

Per Yard

Shades. Ea.ch

HONDAY
10 Yards Lonsdale Muslin

$219

$3.50and$5

'M

a-

JH
S-fe-- j

-

50c Women's Silk Hose.

Saturday Night

Corsets

.

HONDAY

Per Yard

!T7

Neck--

wear for

SILK GLOVES

60c
I2I0C.

MONDAY

Saturday Night

fnl-lo-

Grace George is to star under the
management of Charles Frohman in
the Barrle playlet, 'Half an Hour,"
given in conjunction with Stanley
Houghton's drama, "The Younger
C
Generation."

-

2
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BACK TO

one-fourt-

Facing
Proposition
The man or woman who nas kidney
trouble is facing a serious proposition,
where grave comnllcations readilv
neglect. Foley Kidney PHI are
an honest curative medicine that once
taken into your system mean restored
health and strength. O. G. Sehaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

COME

1

fires occurred to date during
the summer season on the Gila national forest, the last of which was on
August 31. Forty of these fires covof an acre
ered lees than
each, and only 14 covered more than
(3
ten acres each. One of them covered
2,500 acres, one 700 and another GOO,
the remainder being under 500. The
total area burned over i? 4,025 acres. 1
This has been the longest fire season
on the Gila national forest since 1903,
but not as dry as the short season of
1904, when approximately 75,000 acres
were burned over in the Mogollon
mountains. The 67 fires recorded have
occurred from one corner of the reservation to the opposite, and while
some of them have started in open
grassland, which afforded little danger, a number of them started in some
of the roughest and most inaccessible
parts of this section of the country.
Many of these fires were wxtinguished
within a few hours after the smoke
was first sighted; the majority of the
remainder were controlled the next
day, and only five burned longer than
two days, one of which burned for
seven. All these last five fires were
on an area known as the Diablo range,
which Is the long point of the Mogollon range extending from Mount
Baldy to the Gila river at the mouth
of the Sapello; without exception
these fires originated from lightning
on high inaccessible rock points.
Of the 67 fires, 48 originated from
lightning, nine from campers, one
from a sawmill, and nine from other
causes.
a Serious

them and Marlowe will this wlnter foalt l8lan securities turned a
mar,ket Into a heayy one- A tb
a tour to California in Shakes-j1"Hock Is,Bn0 lssu
touched iheir
pearean plays. They will, as it hap-CSt IeVel s!nce
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George Kintz, for the past year
foreman of the local round house, left
A
this afternoon for Deming, where he
will take a similar position He will
be relieved here by Clay Bloxman.
DID
Mrs. J. F. Hawken and daughter.
P. A. Mlrise of Trinidad was a busMiss BIme Hawken, of St. Louis, Mo.,
iness visitor in Las Vegas today.
-- L.
left this afternoon for their home
W. B. Charles and P. W. Doolin ot
to
from
do
now
be
wish
where
If
are
you
Twenty years
you
today? not, begin now to achieve
after having been visitors here for
Watrous were, business visitors here
and you can't do It on your muscle; it must be done on your money with tour brain. If you
the past few weeks. They have been
today.
want to be . man among men you must have power money and brains bring power.
the guests of Mrs. I. Henry during
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Baker of Jones- YOUR. PASS BOOK IS READY FOR. YOU NOW
their stay. Mrs. Henry is a sister of RECORD SET FOR LAST YEAR ONE OLD MAN
BOXING WILL
BE
boro, 111., arrived in the city last nisbc Mrs. Hawken.
OF SMALLEST IN HISTORY
AROUSED BY
for a several weeks' visit with friends.
OF TRAFFIC
(EL
ALARM CLOCK
W. A. Merrill of Koehler, arrived in
a
and"
be
will
Las Vegas last night
.
.
VALUES
$113,000.00
Only 3,703 miles of railway were
Charles O'Malley, the
fistio
business visitor here for several days.
in
in
the
States
constructed
United
of Las Vegas, is authority
W. G. Ogle, the land man, returned
SHOW BIG INCREASE 1912, and the indication is ;hat the for the statement that while the
this afternoon from Springer, having
mileage for 1913 will be even less. crepe may have been hung, on the
been a visitor there for the past few
The Railway and Engineering Review
,'door of New Mexico boxing, the game
days.
Miss Mary Olive Jones of St. Louis TAXES WILL BE COLLECTED THIS says that "the evidence of lack of lis not dead and there is no use fori
money from insufficient earnings and the undertaker
YEAR ON $196,767 IN SAN
came in last night from her home for
BASEBALL
to come hanging
impaired credit is to be found in around. O'Malley says Old Man BoxMIGUEL COUNTY
a few days' visit with friends in Las
these figures." In the construction
Vegas.
MOST
ing has been taking a long sleep, but
YOUR MONEY
That the taxable valuation of mer- of new railroads in 1912, Texas' led that he Is about to wipe his eyes and
John G. Raine, representative for
346
miles.
with
was
Oklahoma
second,
the Lewis' Jeweler's Supply company chandise in the county of San Miguel
renew his usual activity.
National League
of Denver, was a business caller here has increased $27,G55 since last year with 265 miles the completion of the
A fast bout between Stanley YoaBoston at Chicago.
new
Fe's
Santa
line
from
Dodge City
was the statement made this morning
today.
kum and Bud Boyd will act as the
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh; 2 games.
Mrs. F. Williams of Chicago ar- by Deputy County Assessor Enrique to Elkhart. In other Santa Fe states alarm clock. O'Malley has been noBrooklyn at Cincinnati; 2 games.
is
as
new
1912
in
mileage
reported
rived in Las Vegas last night, and Armijo after an examination of the
Yoakum and his
New York at St. Louis; 2 games.
tified
manager
by
will remain here for several days as tax rolls. The total valuation is follows: Arizona, 119 miler; Californ- and by Boyd's manager that the boys
t at Matin
Phono HxInXI
Mis$590,300, according to the assessor's ia, 114; Colorado, 6; Illinois, 54;
a visitor.
meet
at
to
here
will
any
be
American
willing
League
160.
of
the
3,703
Construction
besouri,
of which amount
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Jones of Los figures,
time."
Chicago at New York.
The as- miles of new line was In 42 states.
Angeles came in last night and will ing the basis of taxation
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
about Yoakum's manager,
Talking
In
new
one
Vermont
of
mile
road
only
remain in Las Vegas for several days sessed valuation, amount subject to
functionfor
that
who
Detroit
do
at Washington.
you
guesst
tax, for this year is $190,767, while was built. In, 1911 the new mileage
"!lilMf'Hl!f'f?FtfMf!jjfWB
as visitors..
pl'jill111l!ltl"l!1ll' I'"
Cleveland at Boston.
ary?
in
the
was
3,695.
United
States
'.v VI.
J. J. Murphy, 'representative for the that of last year was $169,112.
Now don't faint!
Newman.
Louis
Gross Earnings
Edson-KeitThe gross valuation or vfirchanflise
Millinery company, was
came near do
American Association
iiihfuM.r
August gross earnings of all United That's what O'Malley
a business visitor at the local millin- - in the city of Las Vegas, the East
Milwaukee at Columbus.
1.
re- ing this morning, however, when he
States
railroads
weekly
making
side, is $262, '175, while the assessed
ery shops today.
Kansas City at Louisville.
from the Spanish- "
tttM&JdthM...:
e
valuation is $S7,492. The assessed val- turns to Dun's Review amount to received a letter
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Edwards
him
that
1
Minneapolis at Indianapolis.
American
Informing
as
cent
a
fighter
of
per
gain
came in this afternoon and uation for last year was $85,405, 1913
St. Paul at Toledo.
and
was manager for Yoakum
will bo visitors with friends here for showing a gain of $2,0R7 over last compared with the earnings of tae he
here
to
his
snd
would
be
boy
same
for
roads
glad
uio corresponding
year. The valuation of automobiles
the next few days.
Western League
month last year and of 8 per cent a3 for a bout with Boyd. Doubtless
Simon Bacharach, of the firm of in. the county- - Is given as $32,300.
11
at Des Moines.
Wichita
man
not
191.1.
could
he
While
contrasted with Augvst,
Newman, finding
Bacharach Brothers, left this mornSioux
at
Denver
City.
the majority of the leading systems age Yoakum in the ring, decided to
Adenoids arc a Menpce to Children
ing for Mora, where he will be on
3?
Lincoln at St. Joseph.
of the canvas-coveredPTiolds result from a succession report more or less Improvement for do so out
business for a short time.
at
Omaha.
Topeka
of
in
babies
children
colds
returns
and
of
for
also
is
whole
the
Newman
the.
young
many
month,
manager
square.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sears returnsnoil the mental and physical for the last week indicate a tendency
Benny Chavez, and is getting to be
ed this afternoon from eastern points They
life 'of a child.' The condition that
National League
where they have been visiting rela- caufes them may easily be avoided by toward contraction, and this, together something of a pugilistic personage
on'
a
a
Cincinnati,
few
off
Sept. 19. First game:
with
side.
box
office
sharp
falling
from
the
thorfew
weeks.
tives for the past
corpful
parents. Quickly and
J
R. H. E
western
southern
and
prominent
E. F. Lane, representative frv the oughly cure all colds and throat
O'Malley has been talking fight to
8
-- 0
use
the
of
Brooklyn
the
,
Honey
offset
almost
by
Foley's
large
entirely
roads,
the
of
latter being
Yoakum and Chavez,
Wilson Brothers Shirt company
1 7
ind T;ir Compound, and adenoids will
Cincinnati
made in the opening weeks.
willing to meet the "Iron Man" if he
Chicago, was a business visitor at the not develop. O. G. Schaefer and Red gains
Reulbach
and
Batteries:
southFischer;
in
most
notable
loss
the
The
will make 128. Yoakum says he can
local clothing stores yesterday.
Cron.". Drug Store. Adv.
west and west is made by Missouri come down to this figure easily. The Packard and Kling.
Mr. and Mrs. Parnell and family" rePacific. August earnings of that sys- talk
turned yesterday evening from points
may result in the bout bein
St. Louis, Sept. 19. First game:
of $325,000,
tem
show a reduction
DILL
have
CUSRtNGYWILL
where
in the northwest
they
staged.
Denon
a
is
there
which
R.H.E,
gain
against
been visiting for the past few weeks.
'
0 4
New York
ver & Rio Grande of $32,500; MisColonel R. E. Twitchell, assistant
MEET OPPOSITION souri, Kansas & Texas, $107,529; St.
1 10
St. Louis
solicitor for the Santa Fe, returned
The annals of crime bear no record
Louis Southwestern, $30,000; Western
Batteries: Mathewson and Meyers;
last night, from Santa Fe, where he
of a wired house ever having been
&
Southern,
Sallee and Snyder. Ten innings.
has been on business for the past few MANY SENATE DEMOCRATS ARE Pacific, $81,900; Colorado
a
&
$24,-30and
Alton,
$113,533,
Let us wire your
Chicago
'
burglarized
days.
SAID TO BE OPPOSED TO
'
consimilar
south
In
the
19.
very
First
house
A.
and
Edison
for
game:
Mazda Lamps.
Sunderland
and
P.
Sept.
Pittsburgh,
Mrs.
Mr.
THE MEASURE
ditions prevail, decreases on SouthR.H.E
Mrs. C. H. Burns and children of ChiV".
fK,.
f 1.
ern of $65,424, and on Chesapeake &
....2 4
Philadelphia
cago arrived in Las Vegas last night
Sept. 19. Fresh from Ohio of $65,321, contrasting With an
Washington,
3 9
and will remain here for several its
Pittsburgh
triumphant passage in the house expansion on Louisville & Nashville
Batteries:
and
weeks.
Killifer;
Mayer
the entrance of the administration
amounting to $159,217; Mobile &
Hendrix and Kelly, Simon. Ten in
II. D. Burrall of the Gallinis plantbill to the senate was sig
currency
Alabama Great Southnlngs.
ing station, came in last night for a nalized by a statement from Chair Ohio, $39,593;
HAS BEEN
ern, $26,046, and Cincinnati, New Or- THE LIGHTWEIGHT
Beveral days' business visit nsre. He man Ow en of the
committee,
banking
leans & Texas Pacific, $30,272. In
MAKING GOOD RECORD SINCE
'
reports conditions as normal at the that he expected the measure out of
the following table are given the
LEAVING
YESTERDAY'S
BASEBALL
nursery.
committee and on the senate floor for gross earnings of all United States
E. T. Torrance, an official of the
action by October 6.
roads reporting for August and the
Promoter Charles O'Malley this
Santa Fe railroad, came in last night
''I believe I am as fully prepared
National League
as compared with the earnings morning received a communication
gain
from his headquarters at Topeka for to act on the
bill now as 1 of the same roads for the correspond from R. J.
At
currency
Chicago
Chicago,
Boston,
Bud
for
Means,
manager
a short business visit here on railroad would be if I
i;
gave it much longer ing month a year ago, also for the Boyd, who fought Louis Newman in
.
matters.
said Senator Shafroth, a dem roads that reported for the two pre this
study,"
At
Cincinnati
Brook
3;
include
Cincinnati,
months
several
ago,
city
Richard Warren, representative for ocratic member of the committee. "I
.'
ceding months, together with the per ing the record made by Boyd since lyn, 2.
Jefferson Ray nolds. President.
a well known firm of El Paso, was a
believe congress should dispose of it centage of gain over last year:-191- 3
J
leaving Las Vegas. Bud, who made
E. D Rayuolds, Vice President
business visitor here today. He ex before the next
S. B. Davis, Vice President
Gain
regular session be
Pet a big hit with the Las Vegas fans, has
American League
pects to remain in Las Vegas for sev gins."
Hallen
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Kaynolds, Cashier.
1.0 won seven battles since
545,164
At Philadelphia St. Louis, 5; Phil
$40,170,062
August
going to Caleral weeks.
President Wilson's conference last July
4.6 ifornia.
...
1,513,939
34,081,642
0.
has
to
three
knockout
He
adelphia,
E. E. Wheeler of Hereford, Tex.,
night with Senator Reed, one of the
36,672,033 2,398,921 7.0 his credit.
One of these
At Boston Boston, 5; Cleveland, 4.
sleepers
and his brother, F. L. Wheeler of committee democrats who has criticis June
Santa Fe's Plan
came within two rounds when he
At Washington Washington, . 6;
Windsor, Mo., are in Las Vegas as ed many
provisions of the bill ad"The question sometimes is asked, fought "Steeple Jack" Martin in Cali- Detroit, 1.
business visitors. They are looking
will be followed, it is expect- why does the Santa Fe railway spend fornia
versely,
last month.
At New York New York, 6; Chica
for a location.
with so much money and do so much work
ed, by individual conferences
Means nd Boyd at pres- go. 3,
Manager
son
of
Mr. and Mrs. Jake
Jay Stern,
other democrats who have shown op- through its industrial, colonization, ad- ent are in Butte,
Mont, and will head
Stern, left last night for Champaign,
to the measure or criticised vertising and publicity departments in back this
position
way within me next two
Western League
111., where he 'will enter the Univer
Its vital features. With the aid of
with the communities months. O'Malley is making arrangeAt Sioux City Denver,
9; Sioux
sity of Illinois. Mr. Stern is taking Secretary McAdoo the president will
along its line in the general develop- ments for a battle to be fought be- City, 7.
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M
a course of agriculture.
endeavor to overcome some of their ment of the country?" said an official tween
Boyd and Yoakum and probMr. and Mrs. Jack McGreevy came
At Omaha Omaha, 3; Topeka, 2.
arguments and bring the senate com- in Topeka today. "A proper question ably will set the date for the bout
in yesterday evening from the Harper
At St. Joseph St. Joseph,
Lin
mittee to the support of the bill.
Santa
The
and one easily answered.
'some time in October.
Since the coln,
ranch, where they have been for the
..,
,
Capital. $ lOO.OOtf Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
Fe, with its yaluable property interests fighting game has gone dead in Cali
At Des Moines Desi Moines,
past few months, for a short visit
5;
The problem of unemployment be- in every township and ward traversed fornia
Boyd probably will leave that
with friends in Las Vegas.
rather aeufj in Berlin, two sub- by its rails, has only one commodity part or tne country ror good. He will Wichita, 0.
G. E. Waterman, formerly proprie- ing
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Actor of the photo shop on the West urban municipalities have suggested to sell, and1 that tois transportation. remain in Montana for several weeks
sales
communes
its
the
Berlin
all
wants
increase
that
of..
and then come to New Mexico again.
Naturally it
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking
side, arrived in Las Vegas last night
STANDING DF THE CLUBS
should
in a system of, un as the merchant and the farmer want After hia battle here he will go to
from his present home at Ypsilanti,
and as the Denver. Yoakum, who is now in
visit with employment insurance. The leaders to increase their sales,'
days
Mich., for a few
man want
of
are
the
the
unions
banker
trade
and
that
there
professional
say
Pais! on Tims Deposits
Trindad, has informed O'Malley that
National League
friends.
,7
Expert- - he is
at
to
men
their
in
extend
50,000
operations.
the
present
Won Lost Pet
city
M. R. Williams, superintendent of
willing to come to Las Vegas
that the best any time if a battle is in sight.
92
.677
44
New York
the bridge and building department without work. The evil is worst in ance of the ages proves
is by co
business
to
increase
the
to
is
ascribed
and
way
trade,
building
80
51
.611
of the New Mexico division of the
Philadelphia ...
about what the farmers thought of the Chicago
79
61
.564
Santa Fe, left this afternoon for Al- the increased price of land and the operation.
"The Santa Fe is helping in the silo, and learned that the number of Pittsburgh...'.
strain upon the money market.
73
65
.529
buquerque, where he will he on busigeneral development scheme "because silos constructed this year .will be Boston
76
59
.437
ness for several days.
the, greater the prosperity of the peo more than 100 per cent greater than Brooklyn
58
Mr and Mrs. G. J. Boucher, who
76
.433
$1,030 FULLY EOUSPPFO AT YOUR CO03
The great start Frita Maisel, of the
ple I in Santa, Fe ., territory, the the number built in 1912. In many Cincinnati ...
came here recently for the benefit of Yankees,
83
.424
,,t..;.61
in.
re"gets
stealing bases,'
greater the prosperity or tne santa localities "silo days" have been desig- St. Louis
Mr. Boucher's health, have taken a sembles the
.338
94
.....48
speedy work of John
Fe company. .The interests of tha nated to enable farmers to consult
ranch near Wagon Mound," to which
when John starred with ihe company and the public are mutual. with
experts on the subject.
American League
they removed today. They purchased Baltimore team a few years ago.
It is business, what might be termed
The
Santa Fe's agricultural experts
exWon Lost Pet
and
and
furniture
here,
equipment
others
and
to
get
help
big business,
have been giving aid to the cause in
90
49
.648
..
pect to make the ranch blossom like
Philadelphia
George Brickley, brother of Charley
in return. The Santa Fe is a
lectures, writings and actual demon- Cleveland ... .
82
60
.577
the rose. Mr. Boucher's health has Brickley, the Harvard football .star, help
movement
in
the
get together
pioneer
strations. There now
bo doubt in Washington
61
.567
.80
Improved greatly since coming to New has Joined the Athletics. He has in the west, and the compa'ny regards
the minds of farmers along the Santa Boston
Mexico.
65
.525
.72
.,
been playing in the outfield for the the friendly relationship existing be- Fe,
according to responses made to Chicago ... ........73
71
.507
tween It and its patrons as one of its the
'
Newport (N. H.) team this season.
inquiry sent out, that the silo is Detroit
62
79
.440
most valuable assets."
..-'a valuable help to their business, es(
87
.370
New York
...51
Of the leading trio of
Silos Interest Railroads
batsmen,
pecially in seasons when crops are St. Louis
53
'91
.368
The silo, one oi the great inventions threatened by long spells of dry
Jackson, Cobb and Speaker, in the
American league, Jackson and Speak- of the age, has come to stay, so far weather.
Western League
er have taken part in 30 more games as farmers along the Santa Fe railWon Lost Pet.
Telephone or call and we vviH have our
are
The
Fe
Santa
concerned.
way
than has Cobb.
In boosting the salary of Manager
95
.633
55
freight department, which gets a Bill Carrigan, the owners of the Bos- Denver ...
show youj
66
Dea Moines
.663
..85
heavy voume of business from the
Walter Johnson, the Washington farm, is deeply interested in all farm ton Red Sox have made it plain that Lincoln
80
.527
72
confidence in Sir William's
1
,
0
74
.507
c
76
St. Joseph
star, has a big lead in the race for movements which have for their ob they have
'
a winning team In
to
produce
ability
f;4 i & 'ijl
honors in the American ject Increased production and general
74
.490
Omaha ...
lJ
,77
pitching
MM(F.S YOU league, while Humphries, of the Cubs,
1914.
70
80
.467
Topeka i..
development.
Phone Main 344.
LAUGH
looks like a winner in the National
5
.428
87
The Santa Fe recently Inquired
Sioux City
93
.289
59
Wichita
league.
throughout its agricultural territory
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GROCERS

2 A. r. & L. O. O. MOOSE
Meets second and
Regular com- - fourth Thursday
evening each
ujunication first and month at W. 0. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T.
aach month. VUittng Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn
j
Secretary.
NX'dT
brothers cordially in-f
lted. Wa P. MiUa, J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
541.
W. M., H. S .fmn Petten,
Secretary.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every nrat Tuesday of the month in the vestry rooms
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO 2,
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock P.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- - m. Visiting brothers are cordially in1
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
vr 'ar conclave r. 4
m0ntb at Ma Greenclay, Secretary.
day in
sonic Temple at 7:S p. tn. O. a.
Klnkel, B. C; Chas. Tarome.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO.
A.

COL.UM

M.

wS

Sale Daily,

September 25 to
October

j.

OPTIC

LOBBY

i

Tickets to

Mollis Chapman stood in the doorway of her ranch house home.
"You are. Just mad at me, Charley
Parrel," she cried, " 'cause I went ridproposed?"
ing with Mr. Mclntyre."
"He sure did, and I well, of course,
"I don't just trust these tenderfeet
I told him I would give him my anwlio come browsing around in store
swer later, and he's coming again todotheB," he replied.
night. What shall I say?"
"Jealous, ain't you?" she jeered.
"It all depends, dear, on whether
"No, not Jealous," he said, low and
you really love him or not, and I
quiet-like- ,
"only, I love you "
had your father look up his father la
"'I love you, I love you,'" she
Bradstreet's yesterday and he's Al
mocked. "I don't believe you love a
Your father thinks he Is worth
there.
thing on. earth except yourself and
a good million at least, and Edward Is
that brute of a pony you ride."
10, 1913
the only child. Of course, If you love
"Of course I love Nig," he said, "and
him and "
bo do you."
"He Isn't very handsome or "
Very Low Fare
lioraine And he tried to kiss rt;
She stared unwinkingly at the dis"My dear child, looks are not everyLouise Yes, and I would hi'"
tant mountains. Still, I love you bet- to nearly all points in California,
thing. Far from it! You know he has
er than anything else In the world, turned purple with rage but for
two autos, and one of them a limou'
the
Northwest, and many places
ollle.
thing.
sine that never cost a penny less than
intermediate.
Loraine And what was that?
'Jim Noman told me the same thing
six thousand.
Louise Why,
nc
does
purple
only yesterday.
Liberal stopover privileges.
"So he has! And papa will never
match the color of my automobile.
Farrel left her abruptly.
be likely to get me an auto."
Accepted in Pullman Tourist
Presently, as she worked, a voice
"I doubt" It. But,, of course, you
Srom a near-b- y
window startled her.
Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
mustn't think of marrying him unless
GAVE HIM AWAY
carried on Sante Fe Fast Trains.
"May I come In, Miss Mollie?" it
you love him, and he would probably
eaid.
take you to Europe on your wedding
Three trains daily from Kansas
"Why, Mr. Mclntyre, where did you
trip, and he belongs to two of the
City to California.
eorue from?"
!most exclusive clubs and his family
"Same old place," laconically.
has the entre to the best society, and
Personally conducted excursions.
"And what brought you here?" Inyour papa says that he has an allowance of a thousand a month; and of
nocently.
For literature, fare and service
"Same old thing no I mean er
course, being the only child, he is
"
from here, apply to
tha same
sure to come In for a large fortune In
"Tour horse?" Ignoring his meantime, and but do you feel that yo.u
D. L. BATCHELGR, Agent
ing glances.
really love him?"
"Well, I rode the pony, of course,"
"Yes, mamma. I think I do."
Las V'kji s, N . IV! ex.
Se laughed, "as I am much too lazy to
"Dear child! Then accept him when
"walk.
he comes this evening. Mamma Is so
However, I did not come to
fece the horse," with a suggestivo acglad that her one little girl can give
cent on the "see."
her heart with her hand when she
to Get Rid of the Tormeiit of Rheumatism
It is so dreadful
marries.
"Want to see dad?" clattering tha
You can do so by ridding yourself
marry without love, you know."
(dishes she was washing.
of the cauise. Weak find inactive kidPuck.
"Saw him on the way over."
neys' allow uric acid poisons to re"Maybe you want to see Mr. Farrel?
main in the bloorl and rheumatic
tile's down"
MADE OF MILK pains swollen and achiria: joints folPIANO
KEYS
"Charley? Oh, he Is down at the
low. Take Foley's Kidney Pills to ease
fcomll, playing with NIggar. No, Mol-Substitute for Ivory Found to Be More you of the pain and torment. They
will positively and permanently build
Endurable and Is Extensively
Mistress of the House Cridget.ta
up the kidneys, restore their normal
Used in Manufacturing.
if my husband ever attempts to Uiua
action and keep the uric acid crystals
you, jUKt box his ears.
out
blood and body. Try them
It la a little known fact that the O. G.pf the
Sure, mum, he's felt the
Uridgctta
Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug
most delightful music at the present Store. Adv.
sting of my hand more than once
on
milk,
is
by
playing
produced
day
mum.
says London Answers.
INDIANA LA80R MEN MEET
The supply of Ivory nowadays does
Terre
Haute, Ind., Sept. 19. DeledeWOULD STAY TOO LONG
not, to a great extent, meet the
mand. Strange as it may sound, skim gates from the various labor organi
milk forms a substitute. It is used zations in all parts ef the state are
I our
L
t ,
for making the keyboards of pianos, beginning to arrive here and the arand la appearance this hardened sub- rangements are nearly completed for
stance is hardly distinguishable from the annual
convention of the Indiana
Ivory.
State
of Labor which will
Federation
is
It
less
much
exi
What is more,
1
pensive, and its durability nearly dou- open here on Sunday to remain in session four days. Many noted labor
ble.
.liiiiiMv
Syrolit, as the skim milk Ivory Is leaders from Indiana and other states
named, is a practically new Invention, are expected to attend the convention
but at the present time thousands of and a
large attendance is expected.
gallons of separated milk are daily The state
organizations of the Bartentransformed into one of the most useders' league, the Retail Clerks' Proful .materials of modern Invention.
The milk is not mixed with any oth- tective association and the Machinists'
' Turned at the First Sound of the 1
er
substance, but, after being purified, union will hold their annual conveni,
Man's Voice.
it Is compressed, so that all the mois- tions here at the same time.
i
ture Is extracted, and the substance
pie, I came to see you," leaning In at
becomes hard and dry.
the window and trying to take her
Afford to Have Kidney Trouble
Practically in every part of the Can't
nand.
No man with a familv to sunoort
now
is
is
used.
It
this
e
globe
unrea-or.ablproduct
She turned on, him In blind,
can
to have kidney trouble, nor
turned Into umbrella handles, buttons, need afford
fury.
he fear it with sucli a remedy at
comb
etc.
of
I
a
The
Mrs. Jinks
set
want to get
photograph frames,
"You just want to see me," she
hand as Foley Kidney Pills. An honnew parlor chairs.
making Industry especially appreciates est medicine, sale and reliable, costjetormed.
"Well, look at me, with
to
loos
can
as
be
made
It
its
worth
Ah!
SomeFurniture
Dealer
yes.
frour big, green eyes. Chase Mclntyre,
ing little but doing much good, Foley
and what do you see? Think I'm a thing very easy and comfortable, I like born. Its noninflammability ii Kidney PIllR eliminate backache and
assets.
another of Its
presume?
Sool?
rheumatism, tone up the system and
restore norma! action of kidneys and
Mrs. Jinks Not too comfortable. 1
"What have I ever done to cause
O. 0. Schaefer
bladder.
and Red
LlUe Home.
Much
Too
unmarried
have
three
daughters.
to
to
so
me?"
talk
you
Two burglars made all arrange- Cross Drue Store. Adv.
"Jim Noman says "
ments to rob a certain house. The
"He says," came a snarling voice
TWO SIDES TO IT
"from behind Mclntyre, "that yer a
night chosen for the deed was wet and
One remained on guard at
muddy.
sneak, trying to get yer iron
the front, while the other entered and
onto other people's cattle."
started upstairs. His boots, which
Mclntyre had turned at the first
were wet and very much in need of
sound of the man's voice to find himrepair, made a sogging squeak as each
self looking into the muzzle of a pisThis
slowly measured step was made. A
tol.
female voice was heard from one oi
Mollie scrambled through the winSilver
the rooms calling to him In a vo.ry
dow.
authoritative tone:
she
"Jim Noman, you quit!"
"You go right downstairs and take
if
screamed.
you use
those
boots off. I'm tired of having
Mclntyre thrust the girl aside, an
to clean up mud and dirt after. you.
act, of chivalry which saved his life,
EMPRESS
March right down and take them oft."
lor his enemy fired the Instant he
and
down
marched
The
burglar
moved, and while the bullet missed
FLOUR
when he joined his companion he
.ni3 heart, it shattered his arm. There
said:
was another spurt of flame and smoke,
"I can't rob that house, Bill; It
and the girl hid her face In her
It 's giving you
too much like home."
seems
not
see.
Then
arms, that she might
a present for do
ehe heard a steady voice.
To Write Well.
"Now you hit the trail, Jim Noman,"
ing something
For a man to write well, there are
end looked up to see the man holding
1
M
necessaries:
this mangled hand, which he gazed at
you d oo hny
"It's sad to think of how few girls required three
To read the best authors, observe
jla horror, with Farrel standing by, there are you really care to marry."
way when you
best speakers and much exercise
smoke Btill curling from the muzzle
"But it's sadder to think of the the
own
of
learn how Much
his
style.
jot his gun.
number who don't care to marry you."
In style, to consider what ought to
Bandaging the wounded arm as best
Better EMPRESS
be written, and after what manner.
ftie could, Farrell started to get his
He must first think and excogitate his
thorse to go for the doctor, thirty miles I
FLOUR really is. g
HER REASON
matter, then choose his words and
rnway. When he returned for a final
Made by GERexamine the weight of either. Then
rword witb. Us patient he found Mollie
take care in placing and ranking both
MAN PROCESS
Oust outside the door, weeping
matter and words, that the composition be comely, and to do this with
ONE COUPON FROM
"I did not think you cared so much
and
often.
FLOUR AND
diligence,
I'd
EMPRESS
have
"or
he
said,
(for him, Mollie,"
No matter how slow the style be at
STAMPS
FIVE
vh.it the trail long ago."
s
first, "so It be labored and accurate;
BRINGS YOU THE
He stopped when he saw
the
of
Beek
not
be
the best, and
glad
face over the girl's shoulder, a
SPOON
IT 'S
forward conceits or first words that
Imew pain la every feature.
GENUINE
WM.
' "I
offer themselves to us, but Judge of
always gave you credit for havwe
what
we
and
order
what
Invent
Charley," he
SONS' A A
ing a little horse Insense,
approve.
more ways than
Vaid.
"I'm hurt
STANDARD
,
twitch-'inghis
Hps
he
said,
.one, old man,"
SILVER
God
bless
"but take her, and may
He Might Go Once.
PLATE
: you both."
An elderly gentleman, a stranger In
BEAUTIFUL
When Mclntyre recovered from a
New York, and not sure of bis way,
J FRENCH.
was on
I' a deadly swoon, Motlie's face
stopped a young man on Fifth avenue
wet
her
with
his pillow, which was
and said:
FINISH
t'tears.
"Young matt, I would like rery
i LING)
"I
tried to to love you, Mr
to Central park."
to
i
much
go
"but I
f Mclntyre Chase," she sobbed,
The young man became thoughtful
EMPRESS!
found I loved Charley, you see. Anu
for a moment, and then, looking the
The
Cook
I'm
afraid'
the
place
-and I'm only fit to be a cowman;? wouldn't suit me, mum.
old gentleman In the face, said:
can be ob-- 1
wife anyway, you know."
mind
I
don't
"Well,
your
going
t
The Lady of the House Why not?
"Yes, Mollie, I know," he said, turn-lintained in this city from
The Cook I don't like the make ol just this once, but don t ever, evei g
his face to the wall.
to
me
there
ask
go
aga!&"
the pir.no In your parlor, mum.
ALL
(Copyright, by Daily Btory Pub. Co.)
.
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LOVED HIM

"O, mamma! It has really happened
nd he young Simpkins, you know
he really O, mamma!"
"Dear child! I thought he stayed
dreadfully long last night He really

.

19, 1913.

Jets

CONCLUDED

Wealth and High Social Position
Didn't Lower Him In Her
Estimation.

By A. F. BONNEY.

SEPTEMBER
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TOR CLASSIFIED

RATES

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words-CasIn advince preferred.
Five

Tuea-'J-Mti-

S

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular
vocation first Monday in
e, ,Ji3n each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:33 P- - m- - H.
rlbsf4 B- - Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
li-w- ?
Blood, Secretary.
IVODERN WOODM.EN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. Love at Woodmen of the World
ball,
S. Meets first and third Fridays oh the second and fourth
Mondays of
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple, Mrs. each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron: Mrs. Sonsvil; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Agnes
Tripp, Secretary. Telephone Montague,
Local Deputy. Visiting
Main 329.
welcoort a"d
members are
con-rxr- rr

t

Or

I

nUMtcn, mAin

iv.

a.

WANTED Experienced cook.
wages. 1053 Eighth street.

Good

1. Meets every Monday evening at
their 'hall on Sixth street. All vfe'ting
brethren cordially invited to attend.
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz.
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcoek, Cemetery
Trustee.

li

especially
cordially Invited.

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
WANTED A good milch cow.
in O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
LOCAL TIME
quire Catarino Romero, near public 8 o'clock. Visiting members are corOld
Town.
school,
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Presi;
East Bcund
dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; C. H.
WANTED By October 1st., good woBaily, Treasurer.
Arrive
Depart
man for general housework. Apply
9:1K p m
NO; t. ... 9:10 p. m
at any time to Mrs. W. G. Haydon, B. P. O. ELKS Meets
second and No.
...11:05 p. m.... 11:05 p. m.
110S Seventh street.
fourth Tuesday evening of each NO, t. ... 2:05 a. m....2:10 a. m.
month Elks' home on Ninth street and No. 10.. ... 1:45 p. m.... 2:10 pi m
WANTED
Man on ranch to
mill; Douglas
avenue. Visiting brothers
West Bound'
cows lor his board. Inquire Optic.
are cordially Invited. Gov. Win. J.
Arrive
Depart
1:45 Oi m.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, No.
1:20 p. m
NURSE wants case of sickness; con.'. . 6:10 a. m. . . . 6:15 a. m.
Secretary.
No.
finement
preferred;
physician's
4:30 p. m.
4:20 p. m
...
No.
recommendation. 918 Lincoln
OF CQLUMBUS, COUN- No.
KNIGHTS
... 6:35 p. m. .. 7:00 pt m
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
' urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.

CA1

ATTOKNKY8
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
HUNKER & HUNKER
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
bed
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Huaker

FOR SALE Household '' goods,
couch, dresser, tables, chairs, ice
Attorneys-at-LaAND LADIES OF SECURbox. Must be sold at once.
411 KNIGHTS
New Msxioo
Las
Vegas,
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
Eighth street.
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
DENTISTS
first and' third Mondays of each
FOR SALE Four room house and
sun room, two lots, well, city month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
O. L. Flers-mawater and
5550 cash. Box Ladies always welcome.
'

sheds;

President;

244, East Las Vegas.

f&r

A. D.

Tillman,

Finan-cier-

;

Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W, Montague,

RcrsS

Assistant Deputy,
East Las Vegas, N.

Sixth-

1011
M.

-

street;

Dentist
Dental work of any descrlptica at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel; Main 136
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
(

FOR RENT Two rooms for light
also
take some
housekeeping;,
boarders. 903 Main avenue.
,

FURNISHED cottage
Eigkth.

for rent. .417

Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no. adr, nothing but Pure lee,
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery,
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lb?, each delivery
40c
200
per 100 lbs
lbs, each delivery
50c
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery..per 100 lbs
From. Distilled Water

ROOM and board for gentlemen in
private family. Mrs. Noyes, fM
Main.

..-

FOR RENT Five room furnished
tage. Call 618 Grand aevnue.

cot- -

FOR RENT Two desirable rooms on
ground floor, with or without board.
725 Sixth street.
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
employed, comfortable, furnished'
room; no health seekers. Phon
'
Purple 6301.
FURNISHED ROOMS for light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln.

-

Las Vedas Ice & Storage Co.

Phon Men 227

v

v.

r

RETAIL PRICES

20e per 100 lb
25c per 100 lb.

or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,003 lbs., Each Delivery
0 lbs., to 1,000 Ibt, Eaefe Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 Iba., Each Delivery
Less than, 50 Iba., Eacj Delivery

2,000

lbs--

,

AG UA

V'

1200 Lincoln Ave

,

...30c per

100 Iba

lb.

40c per 100
50c per 100

C0

PUR A

MP ANY

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice. the Purity
of Whi
Have Made Las Vegaa Famoua.

lasting Qualities

OFFICE

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

V

Ads

WtWPV
s

Are Best
Market binders i

IN

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE

SIGN PAINTING

N. O. II

R, MAN

429 GRAND AVE.

Classifies ad, search out the people to wtiom amonj; an
taose wbo MIGHT BWY the particular tnlag to worth mow.
That property you want to sell It WORTH MOST u
who read the ads. in ttl wwspaper and womld aeTr
your property unless it wre a Overused Here.

v.

hear

Other- - who read and answer ds. in this newspaper wami taae
are anxious to pay an tor) books, automobiles, used. KiaeMaery
and furniture, articles of Kucnlness of any sort, and mialeal ia

itrument.
At the classified ads, Ktm read b) all possible bayets, of all
ible sorts of things, tbey save corns to be finders of ta best
kets.
i.

nr
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Just get your twelve months subscription, bring it to the
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Optic Office and get your GOCYCLE.
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nnsr us ONE THREE
vance and 50c and-th-

GO-CYC-

ONTHS SUBSCRIPTION paid in ad
is yours.
'

LE

Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for j'ZXf for which 1 agree
to pay In advance $

to pay In advance

Name

frame

Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for
for which I agree

Address
Go-Cyc-

Address

to be

le

Go-Cyc-

given absolutely free to

Fil!

O

j

r
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5

x

to be

given absolutely free to

Name of boy or girf

Name of bay or girl

out these blanks and bring them with the money to
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SATURDAY

SATURDAY
Premium Hams

New Jersey Sweet Potatoes
Squash

N. Y. Count

Oysters
Select Oysters
Peaches

Young Onions

Cantaloupes
Watermelon

Carrots
Beets

Grapes

Mission Grapes

Turnips
Cabbage

'

Dry Onions
Chili

Fancy Table Apples
Bananas

Cucumbers

STEARNS'

STEARNS'

STORE

STORE

AT THE HOME

THE

IF

BEST

OF

OF

EVERYTHING

YOU HAVE NOT CANNED YOUR

FRUIT

EATABLE

YET YOU

HAD BETTER START IT. THIS WILL BE ABOUT THE

LAST WEEK OF PEACHES ETC.

IN ALL PROBABILITY

You can buy your Bread, Cakes, Cookies, Fried Cakes,
Doughnuts, and all Bakers Goods vhile you are doing
your canning at our store. There is none belter in
Las Vegas

THE

GRAAF

&

CO.

STORE
GIRLS

DOMINATE

lamps at

MIGHT AS WELL

NORMAL NOTES

ENTERTAIN

..,
'"

If

'

P
A
S

THE BLUE BOOK

THE BEATER YOU WILL
.

BUY

'

BE GOOD

'6:48

'

PEOPLE

Flnch'a Golaen Wedding Kye, aged
THE HOUSEWIFE HAS LARGE VAIn wood. Direct from the distillery
RIETY OF VIANDS FROM
to you. At the Lnbby, of course.
WHICH

C

Secretary W. H. Stark of the Com'
Beginning today The Optic will preWe have just received a new line
for the benefit of the house- mercial club this morning received a
pare
of fall millinery which will be placed
wives a list of the eatables on the communication from the Blue Book
on sale for 3 off. Friday and Saturcity market for Sunday's dinner. The publication people, who are to make
day only. Mrs. A, Standish. Adv.
list will be published each Friday so a trip through Colorado, Arizona and
all buying can be done on Satur- New Mexico with the view of mapthat
The Royal Neighbors of America
ping and logging the roads, to the ef
will hold their regular meeting al day.
fect that the party representing this
For
the
look
coming Sunday things
the W. O. W. hall on Sixth street to
for a grand dinner. publication and also the White Autonight. All neighbors are urged to be extremely good
Th Las
The
seems
market
flushed with an mobile company, would arrive
k
present.
on
27
re
would
and
Vegas
September
abundance of good things, both in
one
main
here
day.
inRansford chapter. Order of the fruits and vegetables. Among the
Several mbnths ago Mr. Stark aad
Eastern Star, will meet tonight at 8 teresting items for this time of the Hallett Raynolds were In correspond
o'clock in the Masonic hall. All mem- year are the young spring- onions and ence with these people and then made
at- 5 cents a
bers and visiting members of the or- radishes. These sell
for them to stop over
or
bunch
bunches
three
for 10 cents. arrangements
der are invited to he present.
here three days and take a big trrp
The three bunches are the most pop- to
the Harvey ranch, Mount Baldy,
There will be a meeting of the ular purchase. Sweet potatoes, an ex- me .point or rocks and numerous
Greater Las Vegas band Tuesday cellent quality, are on the stands for other places in that section of the
evening at the city hall for the pur- three pounds for 25 cents. This good country. According to the Informa
pose of making arrangements for dish brings to mind that delicious tion received by Mr. Stark this morn
music at the county fair. The band pork roast with apple sauce, oyster ing the party will be unable to devote
side that much time to Las Vegas.
has been disbanded since Director dressing and other numerous
dishes that make the tired husband
Robert Kasper has been on his
Those making up the party are J.
really enjoy hl3 Sunday dinner.
A. Harris, advertising
manager for
FresTi oysters, which have been on the White Automobile
company, and
The board of county commissioners the market but a few, days, are sell-- j also a magazine writer who will write
will meet tomorrow morning at 10 ing for 75 cents a quart. Of fruit there of his
trip for several of the largest
o'clock in the court house for the is an unusual abundance. Strawber- magazines; N. Lazarnick, an
expert
purpose of opening the bids that have ries, considered a luxury at this time photographer who will take pictures
been received for the building of the of the year, will be on the market, of the scenery to illustrate Mr. Hartwo new bridges, one at the Prince perhaps for the last time this year, ris'
writing, and J. P. Dods, manager
street crossing and one at Kearney's tomorrow at 14 cents a box. They are of the Automobile Slue Book publigap. The board will probably let the what might be classed as good, con- cation.
contracts tomorrow.
The trip will start at Denver and
sidering the time of the year, and
are sure to make an excellent short- will continue for several weeks. It is
There will be a meeting Monday cake. Peaches are selling at ten thought that arrangements can be
night in the Commercial cib at which cents a pound and from ?1 to $1.50 made so that a two-da- y
stop will be
all Las Vegas athletes are Invited to a box. They are large and luscious. made instead of one. The schedule
be present. The meeting will beheld Concord grapes may be
purchased for that Mr. Stark received says the
for the purpose of organizing a city 50 cents a
basket, while a small quan- party will arrive here on September
basketball team. Plans for the comtity of California grapes is now to be 27, but It is not thought that the party
ing season will be made. Officers obtained at 10 cents a pound.
will arrive before Septemner 28. The
of the organization also will selected.
Commercial club will entertain the
the
Canteloupes,
kind,
large
Juicy
The meeting will start at 8 o'clock.
v,oMen yellow and otherwise, are sell- men during their stay here, and a
ing for 10 cents or three for a quar- special committee will look after the
The past two days have been the ter.
Oranges are selling for 50 cents trip that will be taken to the
warmest of the late summer season.'
a dozen while the lemons are the
Those straw hats which had been dis
same price. Bananas ,will be on the
carded will grow popular again unlSss
BIG BUS STRIKE
market tomorrow at the usual price.
this weather discontinues. A number
Lodon,
40 cents a dozen, and
Sept. 19 A general omnibe1
to
promise
of people have made the change from
bus strike in London was
excellent.
desor
kind
temporarily
Apples,
any
summer underclothing to the heavier
avoided
the action of the
winter wear and all the joys of Hot cription, may be obtained at cost board of today by
trade, which invited reprePears that
weather now belong to them. The equal to their quality.
sentatives of the men and employers
make
as
mouth
water,
your
you
pass
will
the
heat
prophets, promise that
to attend a conference at the board
not last more than a few days more. the windows may be obtained for a of trade offices
on Monday. The men
comparatively small price.
all the larger companies
employed
by
In
vegetables everything that is
The Packard number of the Rid- agreed to remain at work until the
path Lyceum course will appear on needed can be obtained. Tomatoes result of the conference was
known.
October 4, not October 5, as was an will he on the job tomorrow at three
25
cents.
for
The
other vege
nounced last night. The posters that pounds
have been placed in the various win- tables obtainable are celery, sweet
The danger of a universal strike in
dows by the Y. M. c. a. re attract corn, beets, carrots, summer squash, South Africa has passed for the moing considerable attention, as a large cauliflower and numerous other tasty ment on account of concessions made
reward is being offered for the dis- weeds that appeal to the human appe- by the government, but no one imcovery of two signs exactly alike. tite. In meats everything is obtain- agines that the trouble has been setThere are over 50 cards and no two able and from present indications tled for good. On the contrary, it is
with the same form of decoration, so chicken will be the popular fowl
likely to recur at any time. Encourfar as can be detected.
aged by the success of the recent
miners' strike, the Federation of
Secretary Stark of the Commercial
Trades Unions and the railway work
club stated today that when A. L. THEATRICAL
STABS TO ing in conjunction have been making
Westgard, the traveling booster for
the most extravagant" demands and
one of the big highway associations
the only thing that seems to hold
of the country, arrives in Las Vegas
them in check is the Inck of funds
he will be warmly greeted. He will
available for the support of the
be assured that good roads work has MR. AND MRS.
JACK ELLIS TO
been done in this part of the state
LEAVE STAGE TO PLAY FOR
and that the county commissioners
THE "MOVIES"
and the road board are getting ready
to repair the road to Santa Fe and
1
Romaine Fielding, manager for the
put it in good, shape. Westgard has Lubin Motion
n
Picture
ani
company,
not shown much desire tq boost for
:
I I ! yJ I 1 I t.J E I
nounced this morning the engage- V
the transcontinental trail through this
ment of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ellis as
part of the southwest, but the Com- members of his staff. Mr.
and Mrs.
mercial club will endeavor to con- Ellis are topnotchers of the
stage.
him.
ince
Their engagement with the Lubin
Manuel Duran of Bernal, who spent company will mark their first appearance as performers for the "movies."
yesterday morning and afternoon
Mr. Ellis has played
leading parts
hunting for his daughter who had se- In
such productions as "The Squaw
wed
cured a marriage license to
Amado Sandoval, ended his seach Man," "The Third Degree1 "The Conlate in the evening when he found the cert" and "The Prince Chap." His wife,
whoso stage name is Inez Lyman, has
couple married. The ceremony was
in the same pieces and
performed by Justice of the Peace Fe- appeared
others.
many
To give a list of the
lix Garcia y Gutierrez. The father
popular plays in which Mr. and Mrs.
his
daughter upon the
finally forgave
Ellis have appeared would take a colcondition that another ceremony take
umn. Mr. Ellis is a handsome as well
place at the church at San Miguel. as a
polished actor, while his wife is
The happy trio left yesterday evensweet and dainty.
The two are exing for that place. Duran stated to
to make a big hit in the mov.
pected
the. county clerk yesterday, morning
that his daughter had misrepresented ingMr.picture world.
and Mrs. Ellis, who are playher age, implying she was under the
ing in New Orleans, will leave for
Laa
to
license.
be granted
legal age
Las
ter he said the girl was 21 years old. to Vegas on September 28, expecting
arrive here on September 30.

the
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PARTY OF WRITERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS TO ARRIVE
HERE SEPTEMBER 27

TO SELECT

Adv.

Tomatoes
Lettuce
Radishes

Pears

Try a dram of Oid Taylor liourbon
at the Opera Bar.
Adv.
Light antomoblle
o'clock this evening.

'
Celery
Cauliflower

Dressed Chicken

Concord

!qocewsJ

FOR

FOR

SUNDAY'S DINNER WILL

V

i

i,

nmm

THIS

WINTER

hot blast

THIS STOVE WILL NEARLY PAY FOR
ITSELF IN THE FUEL IT SAVES
Investigate before buying. The best
stove at any price

I

'

'

We have a

large line of second
hand heaters on which we can save
you money.

s
DUY All AUTO DELIVERY WAGON
Insure Prompt Deliveries et Minimum Cxpitnae

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power
. . , .
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Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELO COMPANY,

Agents

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

i

School was dismissed last
Friday at
noon in order that the students and

SPIT

the faculty might enjoy the circus.

The first social event of the school
year will take place next Friday night
when the reception for the new stu:
dents is held1.
j

NORMAL STUDENTS GIVE GREATER PREFERENCE TO WOMAN'S
MAGAZINES

The second band, compused of stu
That the student body of the New
dents who are desirous of securing
Mexico Normal University
is complaces in the regular organization,
posed lar0cly of girls or boys who are is
getting along splendidly and many
inclined to be strong for literature
of its members will soon be enrolled
tastes was in the Normal Band.
appealing to feminine
shown this week when each of the
students was a sited to make a list
Ten more students have erirolled
of" three
favorite periodicals. This since last
Friday. This makes the
was done so that arrangements could
Normal the largest school in the state
be made for putting acceptable cur- without
exception. This speaks well
rent literature in the library.
for the growth of the Normal. '
The lists that were received caused much merriment as well as surThe tennis and volleyball courts are
prise on the part of the teachers. "The very popular these days and are sol- Ladies' Home Journal" led the con- - dom empty. There is some talk of
test by a large margin, showing that a tenns tournament, but nothing def-th- a
girls dominate the sentiment ofinit(! nas been anouncea a yet.
tua school. Following this magazine
The ii;;ht school opened last Moncame the technical magazines, such as
"The Popular Mechanics" and "The day night with an enrollment of 15
Technical "World." The" Saturday students. This is a large class, one
Evening Post" also was popular. One of the largest enrolled in several
youth evidently longing for the joy- years.
ful side of life, expressed a desire
The Glee club and the band are
for the three leading humorous
of the day "Puck," "Life" and working hard in preparation for the
trip to Albuquerque at Thanksgiving
Judge."
when the State Teachers' association
Other queer combinatlonn were remeets.
ceived. One youth named as hjs
three favorites, "Judge," "The Ladies'
Hcre Jonal" and "Good House- - The PUBLIC IS INVITED
reception that will be given
keepi"-.-,his showing quite clearly
In the
First Methodist
tonight
that ho was inclined to he merry and church
in honor of Rev. Edparlors
still was looking at the serious side
gar C. Anderson, who will succeed
of life; that Is contemplating matrihimself for the coming pear as pastor
mony. .There was little demand for
of the church, will be a most enjoy- ' machines pulli 'hing risque stories.
.
1
-One ycthat the only liter-1- ;
. .' .
were issued ror
to read would be some- Aimougn invitations
attire ic- - ,
this affair yet the committee In
thin? the- .vould take his mind far
.charge
yesterday evening stated that
from his studies. He called for the
the
was not strictly an in-- ;
reception
"Nick Carte-- " series, with "Diamond
vitation affair and that all friends
Dick," and "Hairbreath Harry" as the of the
church are cordially invited
leadinpr articles. The Normal doubt
and requested to be present. The re- '
will begin at
8 o'clock.
r
The Optic received a considerable ception
.
7
niion and the school showed that.
it was strong for the home newspa. ,
per. As a whole the lists received ti
that tl'.e university is mad-- i ii
un of
thinking young U. fhe Ideal Mountain Resort
sound
showed
JudgK-nt'Phons Main 20 and Olive 5174
people. They
All Year Round Resort
and generally asked for the best maga- .iines to be had.
'
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EL PORVENIR

sober-minde-
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Sole Agents

mil in in ii
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"Harvey'-SFamous mountain ranch: 3lRt seaDenver, Sept. 19. Howard Baker
of Boulder and Tommy Murphy of lers at Murphf.,.!. nr Plaza hotel
son. Old management; old rates. CarChicago reted today preparatory to
riage out every Saturday.' Leave o- at
the
battle
stock
their
ring
T
yards stadium tonight. - Reports from
READY TO FIGHT
--

both camps today were that the par- jnserihe fnr The OptfV
ticipants In the main event were in
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
trim for a hard contest. The boys
will weigh in at 145 pounds at 6 WANTED To rent
Phone
piano.
o'clock tonight.
Main 628.

PH.

BASKET

3

EW HOSPITAL

ILLUSTRATED

AT

.

FID

LECTURE COURSE

SOLDIERS of the CROSS

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6
THE HOLY LAND

j

Mf

BUILDING

Col. R.B. T WITCHELL, Sept. 22

it
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SEASON TICKETS

r

$1.50

:

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS

jBOUCIIEli Sjjt

CHILDREN

UNDER Yi YEARS

5QC

33c

